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We kick off every year at Stuff Towers with our predictions of what we think will 
be the big tech for the next 12 months.

As we were finalising this issue, Facebook was celebrating its 10th anniversary. 
The social media giant has redrawn the online, and increasingly mobile, space with 
its ubiquity. The last decade has seen some powerful shifts in computing and how 
we use it – both in hardware and services. When Facebook launched, the internet 
was largely desktop-based, using 14in/23.5cm desktop monitors and the wired 
internet. Now, desktops, like laptops, are in decline, smartphones and tablets are the 

hardware of choice and we all live in the cloud, using (not always) superfast wireless broadband. 
Those three powerful factors have fundamentally changed the world we live in: mobile computing, 
the power of cloud-based processing and storage, and the speed and ubiquity of wireless internet.

The "mobile web" as it was quaintly being called when Facebook first emerged, is a distant 
memory. "Mobile-first, cloud-first" is now new Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella is describes his strategy 
for the world's largest software manufacturers, which 10 years ago was engaged in low grade hostility 
with what was once the world's largest cellphone maker, Nokia. 

That is just one of the major sea changes we've seen, and, given the nature of the way the world 
works, there are sure to be more in the near future.

What to expect from 2014 is a little easier to predict, and something we've become experts at 
over here at Stuff Towers. Our Big in 2014 (p41) feature shows you all the things you'll need to know 
about the tech you can expect to see this year.

With talk about wearables reaching fever pitch, we've looked at some more watches (p60). Other 
hot products we were glad to try out included the 3Doodler (p62), soundbases for TVs (p74), and 
which of the 7in/17.7cm tablets are tops (p66).

For the gamers in all of us, we've also looked at the Best Games Ever (p79).
It's at times like these, when the rand fluctuates so rapidly, that I have to remind you that the 

prices in the magazine are a guide only. We contact each manufacturer, distributor and retailer three 
times during the process of putting each issue together to get the most accurate pricing – but such 
radical shifts are hard to reflect given the unpredictability of international currency fluctuations.

DISCLAIMER
Please be aware that strike action at the SA Post Office might have a negative affect on your magazine delivery 
if you are a subscriber. We are investigating alternatives for delivery, but are as much in their hands are you are.
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 10 The Hot Four
  � Voxan Wattman
   � UnMonday Model 4.3
   � Neptune Pine

� Jaguar F-type Coupé
 16 Gigapixel The world’s biggest LAN party
  The world’s longest game of Spin The Bottle?
 18 Vital statistics Dell Chromebook 11
  Made to fit in a student’s graffitied Eastpak
  22 Games
  Be a girl with a sword and a magical firefly
 25 Preview Thief
  I’ll take that
 32 Vital statistics Piixl JetPack
  Oh, dear. You could be one sad-faced puppy   
  when you find out what the ‘JetPack’ really is 
 34 Names To Drop Dan Greenawalt
  He made Forza. Forza us, and Forza you
 38 Your month
  Las Vegas, Wall Street and vikings

 58   App:roved Stuff-certified apps for… 
Foreigners, guitarists and night owls

 59   Versus Sony Alpha a7 vs Olympus E-M1
Semi-pro system cams go sensor to sensor

 60  Tested Fitness watches
� Adidas MiCoach Smart Run � Garmin 

  Forerunner 620 � TomTom Multi-Sport
 62 Tested 3Doodler
  A handheld creative weapon that turns cold   
  plastic into hot 3D sculptures
 64 Tested Affordable in-ear headphones
   � Sennheiser CX 475 ��Sol Republic Jax 

� SoundMagic ES20 � Sony MDR-NC33 
� Skullcandy Smoking Buds 2  

 66  Supertest Mini tablets
��Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7in 
��Apple iPad Mini With Retina Display 
� Google Nexus 7 

 74 Tested Soundbases
  ��Denon DHT-T100 � Orbitsound SB60 
  � Panasonic SC-HTE80
 75  Tested Bluetooth speakers

��Klipsch KMC1 ��Klipsch Grid 
� Logitech 2600 

 76  Long-term test Yotaphone
Finally, an answer to the E Ink phone screen 
question! (That we asked seven years ago)
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TOP 10 

OF 
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How many new 
TVs can we fit into 
one Top 10? Who’s 
the new kid on the 

camera block? 
What’s the best 

game in the world 
right now? Find 
out from p101

FEATURES PROJECTS

REGULARS

 40  Win BlackBerry Z30 Smartphones
Put your thumbs to good use and win 1 of 3

 78  Subscribe
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 41  Big in 2014
Sweet dreams are made of this. Or, more 
accurately, sweet new gadgets that 
are going to grace our front rooms, fun 
places and faces over the next 12 months

  79  Best Games Ever
Litres of hot air and gallons of beer went into  
the debate over this year’s definitive list 

 112  Next big thing? X-ray vision  
See-through trucks and peek-a-boo buses

 91  New year special 
Launch yourself into 2014 with a whoop and 
the warm rush of geek dopamine that 
comes from making something awesome

 92  Beta yourself Website building
Your Facebook group is brimming with 
enthusiastic posts and picture uploads. 
Time to step out from under Zuckerberg’s 
umbrella and get your own web presence  

 98 Supergeek Toy kits
  There is absolutely no reason why, as an   
  adult, you should feel ashamed for spending  
  a long weekend making Lego. OK, big guy?     
 100 Gadget Doctor    
  A groovy wordy cure for that what ails thee



explosive energy 

#springblade
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BIKE TO THE 
FUTURE

Voxan Wattman

HOT 
FOUR 

#1

FU F 23 PAGES 
OF THE BIGGEST 
STORIES FROM 
PLANET TECH

Admit it: you love gadgets so much, 
you want to straddle one and ride it into 

the future at a hundred miles an hour. 
Which is fortunate, because the French 
motorcycle maniacs at Voxan have just 

provided you with the means to do 
exactly that. The 200-horsepower 

Wattman is, they say, the world’s most 
powerful electric motorcycle, capable 
of accelerating from 0-100km/h in 3.4 

seconds and swooshing along for 
195km, after which point you can plug 

it into a wall socket (via the built-in 
charger), read the paper for half an 
hour, then climb back aboard and 

resume whooping with electronic joy. 
As hot as... riding the lightning in 

tungsten trousers
Rtba (concept) / voxan.com/en
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The thing about a home cinema system is, 
it’s a lot of speakers that you use maybe 

once a week. So here’s an idea: a premium 
AirPlay shouthorn that sounds great as a 
mono speaker but, if you have more than 
one, can be grouped into a stereo pair or 
even a full 5-channel surround system. 
When you’re not watching a film, move 

them around the house and they can be a 
mono or stereo multiroom setup. The best 

part is that the speaker knows what role it’s 
playing by what edge it’s sitting on. With an 
8-hour battery, wireless router and Dolby 

amp inside, these are the only speakers 
your minimalist Scandi  life needs.

As hot as… a sauna with a dancefloor
R10 500 (each) / unmonday.com

HEXY LITTLE 
NUMBER

UnMonday Model 4.3
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For some time now, people have been 
saying smartwatches need bigger screens 
– Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak for one, 
in our last issue – but has anyone listened? 

Apparently so, because here’s a proper 
wristputer – not a dumb accessory for your 

phone, but an independent device with its 
own micro-SIM data connection, brains 

enough to work on its own problems and a 
screen that’s big enough, at 2.4in/6.1cm, 

to be useful without feeling like a medieval 
handcuff. It’s basically a squeezed and 
specialised Android phone, and while it 

won’t win Adornment of the Year, it may be 
the most important development so far in 

building a proper smartwatch. Also it would 
look brilliant with Pip-Boy 3000 wallpaper. 

As hot as… A jacket made of Magic Trees
from R2 600 / neptunepine.com

TIME… TO PINE, 
 MR FROND

Neptune Pine
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A PLACE TO VENT 
YOUR DELIGHT
Jaguar F-Type Coupé

15

This new roofed F-Type should be your 
pick of the range. Why? Well, in our opinion, 
it looks better than the open-top version; 

better, in fact, that any other sports car out 
there this year. But that’s not why you 
should get one. Meanwhile, in Jaguar’s 
opinion, the Coupé is the stiffest, most 
performance-focused production car 

it’s ever made… But that’s not why either. 
Nor is it because it is over R125 500 less 
than the soft-tops. No, it’s the F-Type’s 

Intelligent Venting System: a pair of 
vents that rise automatically out of the 
dashboard whenever the sun, blasting 

through the panoramic glass roof, gets a 
bit much. Of course, IVS can be had in the 
soft-top, but with nature’s venting only a 

button press away, you wouldn’t need it as 
much. And that, frankly, would be a shame. 

As hot as... an in-dash pizza oven
from R920 000 / jaguar.co.za



The bigger picture in tech

THE WORLD’S 
BIGGEST LAN PARTY
For most festival-goers  

a spare hoody, some bog 

roll and a six-pack of 

Mars bars is all the kit 

they’re likely to need.  

But at Dreamhack, the 

world’s biggest computer 

festival, each of the tens 

of thousands of nerds 

who arrive brings a 

souped-up gaming PC. 

With the number of 

network connections 

peaking at over 15,000, 

that’s a hell of a lot of 

bullets. And yes, that ri
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steam in the air is the 

breath and sweat of 

thousands of gamers. 

You might want to pack 

an air fr oo. [ 
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YOU CAN NOW 
ARCHIVE YOUR 
GMAIL LOCALLY
Google now lets you export 

all your Gmail and Google 

Calendar data. Just go to 

Settings, then Account, 

then Download, and you 

can back up all your old mail 

as one big MBOX file. Handy 

if you’re going dark after a 

compromised operation. 

XBOX ONE 
RUMOURED TO LAND 
IN SA IN OCTOBER
Okay, so it might be a little 

longer of a wait than we 

were expected but 

indications are that 

Microsoft will have the 

Xbone available in South 

Africa around October this 

year. Talk on the NeoGAF 

forums, much of which 

seems spot-on, has South 

Africa set for rollout then. 

Along with a few other 

goodies for the rest of the 

world from Redmond.  

7 MILLION GAMERS 
STEAM IT UP
Bolstering its PC gaming 

prowess, Valve has said that 

a group of Steam gamers 

the approximate size of 

Hong Kong’s population 

logged on at the same time 

last month. With 65 million 

users, Steam sits betwixt 

leader PlayStation Network 

(110 million) and underdog 

Xbox LIVE (48 million).
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V I T A L S T A T S

DELL JOINS THE 
CHROMEBOOK GAME

Chromebooks have been 
in town, wearing various 
hats, for ages. But now you 
see one with a Dell hat; now 
you’re interested, yeah? 
Tough. It’s not for you… 

��It’s a school book
Dell is aiming its 11in/28cm-

screened Chromey squarely at 

students, which is why it’s small, 

cheaper than a small potato on 

Cut-Price Potato Day and as grey 

as double maths on a Friday 

afternoon. On the upside, with 

proof that you’re a proper book-

basher, you may be able to get one 

devoid of VAT, bringing the price 

down to about R2 900. 

��It’s a power book
Let’s face it, all you need to ace 

your matric these days is an office 

suite and Wikipedia, which this will 

provide quickly and efficiently. 

However, if you do need to run 

proper desktop software, Dell 

provides a simple workaround: 

its PocketCloud software provides 

simple remote desktop access, 

so you can call down the big guns 

from your home PC or Mac. Before 

you get too giddy, it’ll also come 

with teacher-tracking software, 

so old Prof McKerrow will know 

what you’re up to. Or not up to. 

��It’s a Haswell hardback
Unlike HP’s lighter, whiter, mobile-

processor Chromebook 11, this 

uses an Intel Haswell chip. Not 

of the Core variety you find in 

Ultrabooks, but lower-power 

Celeron silicon that gives plenty 

of oomph for Chrome OS’ needs, 

while keeping the battery life at 

a dissertation-busting 10 hours. 

Of course, the heftier hardware 

brings the weight up to 1.4kg – 

350g more than the HP 11incher. 

Still, it beats writing all your essays 

on a Psion Series 3 because the 

college computers were forever 

booked out by hipsters updating 

their MySpace profiles. So thank 

your Dell-smelling stars, urchins.

Dell Chromebook 11
Rtba / dell.co.za
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Chrome apps 
that do a job,
admirably

Logitech me for? Some kind 
of a phat controller?

LOGITECH POWERSHELL
Thanks to iOS 7’s gamepad support, you’re going to 

be seeing a few of these: proper gamepads that work 

really well with all new games. And given the new 64-bit 

chip jangling away in the iPhone 5s, we should be seeing 

new games worth the hassle of clipping a pad on for. 

(Though it also works with dumb old iPhone 5.) It even 

has its own 1500mAh battery, doubling your phonejuice 

for extended smear-free gaming. And now, Logitech, 

we’d like a PowerShell for the iPad Mini, please. 

Rtba / logitech.com/enza

Dust not included
TEAC LP-P1000 

No, we didn’t find this at a yard sale. Yes, this is a new 

thing. No, we can’t exactly explain why we’re so 

excited by it. But we are. Maybe it’s the way it stacks 

up old-school technologies – it plays 33s, 45s, and 

even 78s on top, it has an AM/FM radio down below, 

it plays CDs in the middle – and yet you can still 

stream your Spotify playlists to it via Bluetooth. 

Maybe it’s because it’s a ’70s music centre, but it’s 

brand new. Maybe we just like the colour. 

R14 400 / wantitall.co.za

��Old Maps Online
Zoom in to any area and see 

fascinating old maps from the 

last thousand years. The older 

they get, the stranger they are 

– but hey, you try mapping 

anywhere with a piece of slate 

and some bees. 

��Pixlr Editor
This sure ain’t pro software, but 

it’s free and does pretty much 

all the photo-foolery you’ll  need. 

The tools, layers and filters will be 

familiar to anyone who’s used 

Photoshop or GIMP, and it 

processes  surprisingly fast 

on obscure hardware. 

��WeVideo
Again, not for professionals and 

it’ll fall over if you give it a massive 

file, but if you’ve shot a load of 

medium-res phone footage then 

this is a free and straightforward 

way of cutting it together and 

adding effects and music. 

DELL’S 
11in/28cm 
CHROMEY 
IS AIMED 
SQUARELY 
AT STUDENTS



‘CAT’ CUBESAT ENGINE
from $10 (R110) / aerospace.engin.umich.edu

VECTOR CUPHOLDER
from $30 (R330) / redtreegear.com

BONAVERDE
from $300 (R3 280) / bonaverde.com

START MENU

You’ll water chip in Tea whizz Holy roast 

Status Status Status

H SO T FT U F
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The month’s best concepts, start-ups, 
crowdfunded projects and plain crazy ideas

Status: funded (kickstarter) Status: funded (kickstarter) Status: funded (kickstarter.com)

Your mind’s telling you yes
TOBYRICH SMARTPLANE

While most R&B acts take little interest in aviation 

other than as an easy means of getting from R to B, 

R Kelly really does believe he can fly, and he really 

does think, every night and day, about spreading 

his wings and flying away. In response to R Kelly’s 

mania, TobyRich has made this iPhone-controlled 

plane. There’s plenty of tech on board, including 

automatic flight-smoothing assistance, and even 

if you do Bump ’n’ Grind it on a few walls, it’s fairly 

crash-proof. We’re not saying it’s The World’s 

Greatest, but it’s definitely worth a look. 

R1 050 (import) / smartplane.net

Some missions already carry small payloads of 

instruments called ‘cubesats’ into space and 

release them in orbit. Dr Benjamin Longmeir of 

Michigan University proposes putting ‘Cubesat 

Ambipolar Thrusters’ inside and sending them 

tearing off into outer space to perform low-

cost experiments. The fuel for a CAT engine is 

water – although at 350,000°C, you’ll need to 

blow on it a bit before it’s drinking temperature. 

Let’s get this out of the way immediately: 

yes, you are going to look like a huge, huge 

nerd if you attach a special little clamp to the 

edge of your desk and keep your wakeup-juice 

in it. But if you’re one of those people who 

constantly spills hot drinks (you know who 

you are), you’re also going to look pretty silly 

typing on a hot brown laptop that doesn’t 

work. We’d take the hit and go with nerd. 

This next-gen coffee machine goes one better 

than a bean-to-cup machine: not only does it 

grind a portion of beans for each cup; it roasts 

them, too. And Bonaverde doesn’t stop there. 

Because fresh green coffee beans aren’t sold in 

the supermarkets, the company also connects 

you to coffee farmers from around the world 

for the ultimate cup of Joe (or Frank, or Terry, 

depending on whose beans you like best).  
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 FIRST LOOK CHILD OF LIGHTPC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, WiiU

DUE
2014

Ever since the days when you’d 
walk into a shop and buy a game 
with an amazing, hand-painted 
scene of a flame-haired elf maiden 
riding a dragon into battle against 
a horde of giant moths, then get 
home and find yourself controlling 
a small yellow brick against some 
green bricks, concept art has 
been the bane of every gamer’s 
existence. It just looks too darn 
awesome, and the games can 
never live up to what the concept 
art promises. Unless, of course, 
the game is Child of Light – the 
first to be made from its own 
concept art. Using Ubisoft’s 

proprietary UbiArt Framework 
engine, the work of the painter 
and illustrator can be inserted 
directly into the game and 
animated, making this one of 
the most visually interesting 
games of 2014. 

It’s hard to believe, but this 
game is the work of the same 
team that made Far Cry 3. Aurora 
(the eponymous Child)  and her 
quest to rescue the sun, moon 
and stars from the Queen of the 
Night are about as far as you can 
get from Far Cry’s wild jungle of 
flamethrowers, drugs and 
dubstep, but the unpredictable, 

often surreal nature of Far Cry 3 
made it one of the best games of 
last year, and we’re expecting the 
same intensity of imagination 
from Child Of Light. It probably 
won’t be as popular, because 
a lot of people prefer to play a 
whooping American with a gun 
rather than a small girl with a 
sword and a magical firefly, but 
anyone who’s enjoyed a classic 
Japanese RPG will fall for its turn-
based combat,  and its beautiful 
hand-painted style wouldn’t look 
out of place in a Studio Ghibli film. 
It won’t be this year’s Far Cry, but 
it might well be this year’s Journey. 
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THE WOLF AMONG US
R55
From Telltale Games, the developer who 

turned the graphic novels of The Walking 

Dead into a superb episodic game, this 

comic-you-can-play ties up great 

drawing, writing and acting into a gritty 

modern detective fable that changes 

with your in-game decision making.

PRETENTIOUS GAME
Free
There are so many precious, arty, 

emotional games whimpering for your 

attention that it’s nice to see one that 

sends them up. It’s all there: gentle piano 

music, heartfelt language, and the feeling 

that you could be having more fun in a 

game that didn’t take itself so seriously. 

DOUBLE DRAGON TRILOGY
R36
For gamers of a certain age, this will 

transport you straight back to the service 

station or cross-channel ferry where you 

first experienced the dizzying power of 

Double Dragon. The big plastic buttons and 

joystick might be gone, but the punching, 

kicking and jumping joy certainly isn’t. 

SHOVEL KNIGHT
3DS, PC , WiiU / out now

Back in the 8-bit era, modern PC graphics would 

have seemed genuinely magical. So why make 

games that look like they’re from 1987? Partly 

because we’re a society of nostalgic children, but 

mostly just because they’re enormous fun. In 

Shovel Knight you don’t have a gun, just a big 

spade with which to thwack your enemies. There 

are modern touches such as weapon upgrades, 

but best of all are the lovingly crafted world, the 

crazy bosses and the chiptune soundtrack.

HYPER LIGHT DRIFTER
PC, Mac, Linux, PS4, PS Vita, WiiU / coming soon
Though built from blocky pixels, Hyper Light 

Drifter, a crowdfunded future-fantasy RPG, looks 

like a work of art. Creator/illustrator Alex Preston 

has spent years on the game’s breathtaking 

visuals, while the programming and music are 

by the creators of other highly successful indie 

games including Samurai Gunn and Fez. 

Described as playing like a cross between The 

Legend Of Zelda: A Link To The Past and Diablo, 

this could be one of the major indie hits of 2014. 

 MARCH
��SOUTH PARK: THE STICK OF TRUTH
��DARK SOULS II
��TITANFALL
��INFAMOUS: SECOND SON

WHAT WE’VE BEEN PLAYING… ON iOS

2-UP 8-BIT AWESOMENESS
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WTF IS AN iBEACON??
Have you just misspelt iBacon? Is Apple 

doing applewood-smoked bacon now?

Not yet, although we’ll suggest it to them. 

An iBeacon is a cheap, low-power device 

that adds indoor location awareness to your 

phone. When you walk into the range of its 

Bluetooth Low Energy signal, it can tell 

roughly how far away you are and ping you 

a message, activate an app, or pair your 

phone with a device. So they’re a bit like NFC 

tags, except they work from further away. 

Oh, so this means when I walk into a shop, 

my phone will get pestered with ads? 

Yes, it probably does, and until you figure out 

how to switch that off, it’s going to be mildly 

annoying. The usefulness of iBeacons should 

outweigh the irritation, though, because 

they could be a brilliant next step in home 

automation. They could allow, for example, 

a speaker to pair with your phone whenever 

it’s within ten feet, or lights to turn on when 

you’re in the room (and off when you leave), 

or a smartlock to open when you approach 

your front door. And public or corporate 

iBeacons can do more than just adspam 

your phone: they could provide us with 

cheap, easily installable indoor ‘GPS’. 

The ‘i’ means it’s just for Apple drones, right? 

Wrong. They can be used by Android drones, 

too, and Apple doesn’t control the hardware: 

you can make your own iBeacon from a 

Raspberry Pi, and a company called 

Estimote has already begun selling its 

own rather nice-looking beacons (right). 

It might even explain why Apple has never 

bothered putting NFC in its iOS devices.

H SO T FT U F
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Duke Tutor ’Em
DIY GAMER KIT

While the kits from Technology Will Save Us won’t teach 

you how to design a circuit from scratch, they’re good 

for learning a bit about electronics and honing your 

soldering skills. This one goes a bit further, incorporating 

an Arduino board (1). Once you’ve soldered the chips, 

resistors, capacitors, buttons (2) and the simple 8x8 

display (3) on to the board, you can program the Arduino 

to run simple games and animations, or if the fancy takes 

you, make your own. You can even create multiplayer 

games, thanks to a simple infrared link. Buy one for the 

kids and they’ll grow up to be gadget-making billionaires!*

R900 (global) / technologywillsaveus.org



How do you live up to the legend of a 

master thief who was last seen a 

decade ago? Legends grow over time 

and Garrett is a hard act to follow, 

even if the person who is following is 

Garrett himself. 

Garrett’s adventures will be 

continuing with the reboot of Thief, 

which should be heading to stores by 

the time you read these words. The 

same studio (though not the same 

team) responsible for resurrecting the 

Deux Ex series, Eidos Montreal, have 

put hours of sweat and other bodily 

fluids into making Thief appealing to 

the masses, both of fans from back in 

the day and the general masses who 

expect a certain something from their 

interactive entertainment. 

The results of that work, seen by 

Stuff at a recent preview event, are 

evident in a darker, more mature 

Garrett, who is scarred both mentally 

and physically by the early events of 

the game. But with the loss of a friend 

comes an unexpected benefit, a new 

ability that will allow players to discern 

which areas of their immediate 

environment will be useful when 

executing the perfect heist. 

Thief-o-vision is supported by a 

range of gadgetry, some of which will 

be familiar to fans, but this includes a 

wholly new Claw attachment that will 

assist players in their attempted to go 

vertical. Almost nobody is watching 

the roof (and those that are can be 

pushed off so easily) for some 

reason. A selection of arrows, 

including the old faithful Water Arrow, 

will be available for a range of uses. 

Some can be used to distract, others 

are designed to pierce armoured 

craniums. Quietly. 

Which is just as well because 

stealth is still paramount in Thief. Oh, 

Eidos Montreal have accounted for 

the fact that the younger generation 

of gamers demand some action but 

facing off against guard in a fair fight is 

still a nice way to get killed. Garrett is a 

ghost and he can be played that way, 

taking one of multiple routes to an 

objective that avoid conflict. Or he can 

roam around and bonk guardsmen on 

their pointy helmets in an attempt to 

reproduce a weirdly-specific theme-

show tune if the player prefers. 

Long story short: old hands will find 

that the old ways still serve them well, 

while the young bloods may take a 

noisier route to Club Loot if that’s the 

sort of thing they want. Thief is going 

to be making either option look as 

attractive as possible, the setting of a 

dastardly Baron facing off against 

increasingly disaffected citizenry 

against the backdrop of the City is 

insanely detailed. 

The PC-based preview required a 

hefty system to bring out the best of 

this detail but if the other versions 

manage 60% of what was seen in the 

unfinished game, Stuff is going to be 

lost for hours. Even if we’re just 

picking locks on safes and collecting 

all the shiny bits. If the next issue is 

late, you know why. 

Get in and out, unseen, undetected, with the 
goods…  It’s a bit like raiding the Stuff office 
fridge at month-end

THIEF

P R E V I E W
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Because giving it a face isn’t  
creepy at all 
NESPRESSO MAESTRIA
Looking like a Fifties-styled cappuccino machine, 

the new Nespresso Maestria is a retro throwback 

with modern amenities. Of course it uses the pod 

system utilized by other Nespresso machines so 

it’ll integrate with whatever you have with only a 

minor bump in pod-purchases needed. The 

whole unit does require some semblance of skill 

to use though, a spot of steam-pipe familiarity is 

needed for perfectly frothed milk and users can 

get a bit creative with the Nespresso recipes 

thanks to the manual control. Hey, if you burn 

though enough pods, eventually people will start 

calling you Maestro. Plus, you’ll be able to take over 

on short notice if your usual barista has an 

unfortunate accident involving a wolverine and 

some brown gravy. 

R6 000 / nespresso.com

Yes Captain, La Forge is watching  
3D movies again…

PIIG iCINEMA M200
These may or may not be available by the time that you read this 

but the iCinema is an interesting little gadget all the same – a highly 

mobile visor that conceals an LCD display, space for an SD card and 

8GB of internal storage. The M200 is capable of 720p playback on 

a dual set of screens that look as though you’re some distance 

away from a much larger presentation. We’ve seen these before, 

though not at this resolution (and the M200s even work halfway 

well on folks who need glasses), and the addition of 3D video 

playback is definitely a new feature. The pricing and the three or 

four hours of unconnected playback might keep these out of 

reach of the average tech aficionado though.  

R5 700 / avcables.co.za

How to train your television
PIKO MICRO COMPUTER

There are a set of flatscreen televisions that released at a strange 

time, with an HDMI port or two but without access to USB or other 

smart TV functions. Enter the Piko, an HDMI dongle that gives those 

TVs access to the smart features that the likes of Samsung and LG’s 

newest screens take from granted. An Android 4.0.4 operating system, 

internal storage, CPU, and WiFi access are all features of the Piko, 

crammed into something the size of a USB modem. In practise the Piko 

functions more like a Nintendo Wii console thanks to the Air Mouse, 

allowing you to play a game of Angry Birds, browse the internet, 

stream (or pre-load) HD video to your screen and a few more things 

besides. Think of it as a degree for your very stupid TV. 

R1 200 / maslow.co.za



WHAT IF_ YOU COULD FILL UP WITHOUT
LEAVING YOUR HOUSE?

100% ELECTRIC NISSAN LEAF

leaf.nissan.co.za

NISSAN LEAF. WELCOME TO 100% ELECTRIC.
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1 Pathogen 
R40 / iOS
Not another Plague, Inc. clone, 

Pathogen is instead inspired by the 

way a virus spreads. There’s an 

extensive single-player mode, but 

it’s the two-player, pass-the-iPad 

option that makes it feel like you’re 

playing a board game in the future. 

4 Journeys Of Invention
R125 / iOS
More than 80 fascinating objects 

from London’s Science Museum 

are curated into 14 ‘Journeys’, 

mini exhibitions that show how 

technology has influenced our lives. 

The first two Journeys are free, 

but the full app is well worth it. 

7 Office Remote
Free / WP8
Turns your Windows Phone into 

a sophisticated wireless controller 

for PowerPoint, Word and Excel. 

Includes a touch-controlled ‘laser 

pointer’, page/slide flipping and 

the handy option to quickly glance 

at your speaker’s notes. 

2 Property24.com
Free / Android, iOS
Looking for a place to stay is always 

a massive pain but this removes 

some of the sting. The Property24 

app has agent info, images and 

pricing and is the closest you’ll get 

to an estate agent in your pocket 

without using a shrink-ray.  

5 Mega
Free / Android, iOS
The Android version has been 

around for a few months, but 

now there’s an iOS app to let you 

manage your account on cloud 

storage service Mega. If you’re not 

already a user, you can sign up for 

a free 50GB account via the app. 

8 Snap ColourPop
Free / iOS 
Snap Fashion is a fashion-specific 

search engine that works a bit like 

Google Images, but for clothes. 

With its new app you can search 

by colour – take a picture of your 

nail polish and it’ll find a pair of 

shoes in the same shade. Fabulous!

3 Football Scores
Free / Android
You’re a football fan. The games 

you haven’t watched will be 

watched later since they’re all 

hiding on a PVR somewhere but 

Football Scores is a little mobile 

spoiler, giving you scores, red and 

yellow cards and more.   

6 Chordana Viewer
R125 / iOS
Emulate your heroes with this 

crafty Casio app that scans the 

music on your device and then 

shows you a chord chart for each 

song, complete with diagrams for 

how to play each chord on the 

onscreen keyboard or guitar neck. 

9 The Who: Tommy
Free / iOS
Original artwork, live videos, 

photographs and a built-in 

pinball game complement this 

detailed release of the definitive 

rock opera, with the album 

itself and a book about it all 

available as in-app purchases. 

A P P S
This month’s mobile must-downloads

Free / Android
Saving up for a Nexus 5? This 

app will give you a taste of its 

futuristic powers right now. 

It enables you to wake up any 

Android using your own Hot 

Phrase (We’re going with 

“Handycomputer AWAKE!”) 

then start barking orders at 

Google Now. We’ve heard it 

can be a battery-chomper 

on some handsets, but set it 

to launch when you swipe an 

NFC tag in your car and it 

could be enormously useful.

APP SPOTLIGHT
OPEN MIC+ FOR 
GOOGLE NOW
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The race to produce a really useful wearable 

computer has produced some prize chuckle-

fodder in recent weeks. Sony’s patent for a 

SmartWig, the world’s first and only wigputer, 

was followed fairly swiftly by Microsoft’s 

prototype SmartBra, which is just about the 

most ridiculous thing ever invented. Or is it?

While most people have written off the 

wigputer and the braputer as examples of 

laughable idiocy, they are both good 

examples of the more subtle ways in which 

we’ll interact with wearable tech in the future. 

The SmartBra is actually just an 

ECG (heart activity) sensor attached to a 

processor that judges the mood of a woman 

(or bra-wearing man) and issues a warning 

when she’s about to fall prey to ‘emotional 

eating’. A buzz from the bra reminds you to 

put down the ice cream, and hey presto, no 

more buying two seats every time you fly. 

Similarly the SmartWig’s sensors could 

detect temperature, blood pressure, pulse 

and even brainwaves, enablng it to read your 

emotions like a polygraph. Using this data it 

could suggest ways to improve your mood, 

tweak your music to how you’re feeling, and 

make games even more immersive. The 

wigputer and nipplograph may seem 

ridiculous, but they’re the early steps in 

a new age of intuitive computing. 

Of course, a lot of people won’t feel right 

giving megatechocorps access to a live feed 

of their emotions, but this is years away… 

right? Wrong. The new Kinect can already 

recognise facial expressions and heart rate. 

Maybe give those T&Cs a second read… 

FUTURE STUFF
MOOD-SENSING TECH

29

That’s wheely clever
THE COPENHAGEN WHEEL

It used to be that you had a choice between buying a 

normal bike and puffing up hills, or buying an electric-

assist bike and spending a fortune. Not any more: the 

cycologists at MIT have developed a self-contained 

electric rear wheel that can be quickly fitted to any 

bike. Wireless smartphone control means it doesn’t 

need any plumbing, so you can put a normal wheel on 

at the weekend and give yourself a workout.

 R7 700 (import) / superpedestrian.com



There are those who ask for respect and those who earn it. The true luxury and powerful 

personality of the new BMW X5 speaks for itself. As the pioneering leader in its class, 

it is the only option. Because to drive it, is enough. 

For more information go to www.bmw.co.za/X5

THE NEW BMW X5.

The new BMW X5 is available in xDrive35i, xDrive50i, xDrive30d, xDrive40d and M50d.

ENOUGH SAID.



 BMW X5

www.bmw.co.za/X5
Sheer  

Driving Pleasure
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V I T A L S T A T S

THE INVISIBLE 
STEAM MACHINE

Round the back of your TV, 
where spiders bask in the 
warm darkness, there’s 
space a-wasting. Hey! 
Slot a games PC in there

� It piggybacks on your TV
We’ve seen a fair few micro-PCs 

and Android nanoconsoles that 

can be attached to your telly’s 

VESA mount, but the JetPack is a 

proper, full-strength gaming PC 

that PiixL has flattened so that it 

just makes your TV a bit fatter. 

The case expands to fit screen 

sizes from 82cm to 178cmn, so 

you can still get to the juicy optical 

drive and connective bits on either 

side. But, if wall-mounted, the 

Jetpack is nigh-on invisible.

� It knows how to be cool
The really impressive thing about 

the JetPack isn’t so much the 

high-end components you can 

cram into it, but the fact that it’ll 

prevent them from overheating, 

and without sounding like a leaf 

blower. If you’ve ever chased an 

errant Nerf down the back of the 

TV, you’ll know those things tend 

to get pretty warm, so keeping 

gaming hardware cool on such a 

surface is no mean feat. 

� It’s made for the Steam Age
PiixL is touting this as being 

optimised for SteamOS (see 

p50 for more on what that means) 

though it should be just as happy 

running plain Linux, or Windows 8. 

� It’ll pack some serious heat
As a customisable x86 PC, you can 

load the JetPack up with the most 

powerful components available to 

gamers – factory overclocked 

Core i7 processors, a terabyte of 

solid-state storage, any graphics 

card you like (including Nvidia Titan 

and GTX780 cards or longer dual-

GPU cards) and up to 16GB RAM. 

All that oomph, without an ugly, 

noisy tower case ruining your 

living room aesthetic. 

PiixL JetPack 
Rtba / piixl.com
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Don’t you wonder sometimes 
’bout sound and vision?
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� Skinflints, rejoice! After years of 

only being available to Premium 

subscribers, Spotify will now be 

free to use on phones. The service 

will be ad-supported and will only 

work in Shuffle Play, meaning 

you can pick an artist or playlist 

but only listen in random order. 

If you want to use it like a normal 

on-demand jukebox you’ll have to 

stump up the cash, as will those 

wanting to use it with Sonos or 

a smart TV. But interestingly, 

tablet users won’t suffer the 

same restrictions. Which leaves 

one question: what will happen 

if you’re using it on a phablet?

� Over on Netflix, the Kevin 

Spacey-led House Of Cards is 

returning for a second series. The 

dark political drama – a remake of 

the classic British mini series of 

the same name – was the first 

show to be produced exclusively 

for the streaming service when it 

debuted last year. It was a big hit, 

too, proving popular with critics 

and subscribers and even winning 

an Emmy Award. In true Netflix 

style, all 13 new episodes will 

arrive on the same day – which 

just so happens to be Valentine’s 

Day. A romantic night of intrigue 

and double-crossing awaits.

MEDIA 
HOARD

Living the bream
FISHHUNTER

We hake to cause a huss, but you’re not going to catch anyfin just 

dropping a line in the water and hoping for the best. Eel be much more 

likely to get a bite if you perch one of these in the water next to you: it’s 

a small but powerful SONAR unit that’ll detect fish up to 150 feet down 

and show you where they are on your phone. Do try not to carp on 

about it, though, or the other anglers will throw you (tr)out of their 

chub. Oh Cod, enough with the fish puns already. 

R2 500 (import) / fishhunter.com

If we put it in the freezer, will it change colour?
NISSAN LEAF

Okay, so maybe we’ve been joking at the Nissan LEAF’s expense a little 

bit but that’s just because it’s so darned cute. Stuff  has had access to one 

of these dinky electric vehicles and, as unnerving as an all-silent car is, it’s 

a fantastic choice for anyone looking at avoiding fossil fuels.  It manages 

roughly 200km on a charge and, like the Tardis, it’s bigger on the inside. 

There’s space for four full-grown Stuff  hooligans and a load of beer. Um… 

but you didn’t hear that from us. The only real drawback is that it’s 

confined to Jozi and Pretoria for the moment; you need to visit one of the 

specially equipped Nissan dealerships in the area to top up the tank. 

Hopefully that’ll change soon. 

R450 000 / nissan.co.za



CURRICULUM 
GADGETAE

Dan Greenawalt
THE MAN 
BEHIND FORZA 
MOTORSPORT

NAMES TO DROP

Turn 10’s creative director has gone 

from testing games for Microsoft, 

to overseeing the biggest racing 

series in the world and helping to 

decide what tech would go inside 

the Xbox One. With Forza 5 now 

released on to the racetracks of 

Microsoft’s next-gen console, we 

had a chat with Dan Greenawalt 

about what goes into making a 

five-star console launch title...

Work started on Forza 5 before 

we’d even finished 4.

We wanted to make a 1080p, 60fps 

game from the start. Being at the 

ground level with the Xbox One  

puts us in a really good position to 

optimise it later. We’re using it as 

we’re supposed to right now, but in 

three years we’ll be tricking it into 

doing things it’s not supposed to; 

squeezing yet more power out of it.

When we pitched the first Forza 

there were four of us working on it. 

With Forza 5 there were about 400 

people working on it at any one 

time. We have people that are 

passionate purely about making 

games and then we have people 

that came out of the automotive 

industry who don’t know much 

about games at all. We pull in  

help when we need it, so we’ve 

worked with companies such as 

Pixar, Lucas, McLaren and Audi to 

supplement our knowledge base.

We started laser scanning cars 

back on Forza 3.

We often get CAD data from 

manufacturers, but we also take 

thousands of photographs and 

video. Whenever we can get our 

hands on the cars we also take 

them apart so we can measure 

and weigh different pieces for the 

physics. We’ve put over 1000 cars 

on a dynamometer to get engine 

data. We get as much as we can!

Forza 5 has a much more complex 

tyre model than previous games.

In Forza 4 we partnered with Pirelli 

to put their tyre data directly into 

the game, but there were some 

questions that they didn’t know 

the answers to. I need to recreate 

every variable in isolation – they 

don’t need to do that. So I went to 

a company called Calspan, which 

does tyre testing for Pirelli, and they 

developed custom tests that allow 

us to divide out several variables 

with a much greater range when 

you’re at the extremities of the car.

Drivatar changes the way you race.

Every time you race we upload 

telemetry data. It’s a small amount, 

kilobits-wise, but it adds up when 

it’s aggregated with everybody 

else’s. Imagine you’re heading 

down the corkscrew at Laguna 

Seca and there’s a car behind you. 

If you brake-check him 90% of the 

time in that scenario, the cloud 

learns a new behaviour and your 

Drivatar will reflect that. But it’s 

also learned how to fake and 

counter-fake, all this crazy 

racecraft that we didn’t design.  

I expect it to get picked up by  

other developers for everything 

from shooters to football games.

Weather is a very obvious  

feature not to have.

But it’s about where we focus the 

innovation. It would affect the AI 

and our AI drives the full physics 

engine; a physics engine that 

wasn’t even possible in the last 

generation. For us, we don’t like to 

introduce features until we’re best 

in class with it. We don’t want to 

compromise. Drivatar wasn’t an 

obvious feature to add, but now 

that we’ve got it, it’s going to be 

very important to the game.

Forza should feel like it was  

made especially for you.

But we never make compromises. 

We make sure we’re on the cutting 

edge of physics, which by definition 

would make the game undriveable. 

If you tried to drive your car home, 

at its limits, using a control pad, you 

would kill yourself. I guarantee it.  

So we add filters and assists that 

can be turned on and off, meaning 

a five-year-old can play it, but  

we didn’t have to sacrifice any  

of the realism. In fact, we made  

it more complicated. 

Project Gotham 
Racing  2001 
A launch title for the 
original Xbox, PGR 
rewarded players not 
just for winning races 
but for performing 
stylish power slides 
and other stunts.

Forza Motorsport 
2005
The original Forza 
brought the dynamic 
racing line. It was 
revolutionary at the 
time, and it’s now 
standard in almost 
every racing game.

Forza Horizon 
2012
Overseen by our man 
Greenawalt, Horizon 
is about exploration 
and freedom rather 
than precision, but 
still has the same 
simulation engine.

“WHENEVER WE GET OUR HANDS ON THE 
CARS, WE TAKE THEM APART SO WE CAN 
MEASURE AND WEIGH DIFFERENT PIECES”

H SO T FT U F
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DROP EVERYTHING 
AND DOWNLOAD...

Wotwine  Free / iPhone

H SO T FT U F
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VS

HALF PRICE! Screams the label in the supermarket. Chateau Pamplemousse du Singe 
is REDUCED from R350 to R120! You know there’s insincerity behind that sticker, but 
how are you supposed to know what wine is worth, and whether it’s going to taste like 
rotten leather? Use Wotwine to scan the barcode on a bottle in the big supermarkets and 
you’ll see the comments from an independent team of tasters, with tasting notes and an 
estimate of what they’d pay. It’s easy to use, and so far we’ve agreed with its choices. 

Mane attraction
FORD MUSTANG 2015

Here’s another classic vehicle that’s 

coming to SA. It’ll probably go a bit 

faster – well, it is running a 5-litre V8 to 

the Tomos’s 0.05-litre V1 – although 

it’ll take a bit longer to get there, as you 

can’t buy one until next year. All the 

same, you might want to start saving 

up: this is the most advanced, tech-

packed Mustang yet, with displays full 

of telemetry data where once you’d 

have had an 8-track and an ashtray. 

There’s even a 2.3-litre EcoBoost 

engine version for those who want 

to go more than 20 minutes 

between petrol stations.  

Rtba (due 2015) / ford.com

Mope springs eternal
TOMOS XL45 CLASSIC
There’s an old joke about mopeds that 

escapes us for the moment, something 

about them being fun to ride. Tomos, a 

Slovenian company, has been making 

these little putterers for around 60 

years and they’re starting to expand 

their reach. They haven’t made it as far 

as South Africa yet but if they ever do, 

the Tomos XL45 Classic is going to be 

your new fuel saver. How so? It weighs 

a mere 57kg, as a 3.5 litre fuel tank and 

it’ll get you a stupid amount of distance 

for something that’ll cost around R30 to 

fill. So what if the top speed is just 

45km/h? The only problem is that the 

current exchange rate makes the 

Tomos a bit pricey at first.  

R25 300 / tomosgb.com
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Old MacDonald had an iPad…
LIFEPROOF FRE FOR IPAD MINI

Picture this: You live on a farm. A real one, that requires 4AM mornings and 

constant showers outside before you’re able to set foot in an interior 

shower (if that doesn’t make sense, you’ve never seen a real farm). But 

technology isn’t unknown there, you’re managing production and 

livestock in the field, so to speak, with an iPad mini. How does a tech-

savvy farmer protect his device from the crud that gets everywhere 

else? With Lifeproof’s fre for iPad mini, if course, which is rated for 

protection from shocks, scratches, sand, snow and splashes. It’s actually 

effective up to two metres so even a mishap with a sheep-dipping tank 

won’t kill your tablet but please, please, perform the pre-install water test 

before using the fre. Forgive the vehemence, just planting a seed. 

R1 000 / lifeproof.com

Your mileage may vary
JUST MOBILE ALUFRAME/

ALUCABLE MINI
Just Mobile has a range of peripheral products 

that are designed to make your Apple feel 

appreciated. Most of these involve aerospace-

grade aluminium, like the AluFrame (R790) and 

the AluCable Mini (R220). The AluFrame is an 

aluminium clip-on condom for your iPhone 5 or 

5s that should keep your edges from harm, while 

the AluCable Mini is a small Lightning to USB 

connector that will keep your iPad/iPhone 

charged as long as you have something else 

with a non-proprietary port in the near vicinity. 

Unfortunately since the Rand is losing ground 

against the Dollar like an overconfident hare 

being lapped by a tortoise in a sports car, there’s 

just no telling what Just Mobile’s additions will 

cost by the time you read this. 

from R220 / just-mobile.com

You might not want to throw down this 
particular Gauntlet
THULE GAUNTLET SERIES
The phrase “Throwing down the gauntlet…” should probably be 

amended to read “…unless it has an iPad in it”. Thule’s range of 

Gauntlet covers offer protection to Apple’s iPad Air or the Mini with 

Retina display, with a slice of consideration shown to Samsung’s 

Galaxy S 4. Starting at R300 for the S 4 cover, Thule’s kit is fairly 

rugged and – in the case of the tablet covers – also double as iPad 

stands so that the only thing to come into contact with your 

Precious will be your own loving fingertips.  Unless you’re provoked 

into actually throwing down the Gauntlet, they’re not really built for 

that. But… smashing an iPad at an opponent’s feet does convey 

how serious you are. Don’t forget the crazy eyes. 

from R300 / thule.co.za
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YOUR MONTH MARCH

TREVOR 
NOAH – IT’S 
MY CULTURE
Comedy is almost 
always better when 
it’s home-grown, as 
is the case with many 
things, but Trevor 
Noah has been 
exporting his brand 
of laughter-inducing 
shows overseas for a 
while. He’s back in 
Jozi for the beginning 
of March though. 

TITANFALL 
Titanfall, the shooter 
that has smacked 
everybody in the 
forebrain like a sniper 
round, lands today. 
A collection of Titans 
and the promise 
of mad multiplayer 
action from Respawn 
Entertainment – 
we’ll be calling in 
sick today. 

JIMMY CARR – 
GAGGING 
ORDER
Seeing British comic 
Jimmy Carr live is 
worth the risk of 
having him single you 
out in the audience 
and make you look… 
silly. One-liners, 
jokes and skits that 
push the boundaries 
of good taste, 
catching him in Jozi 
or Cape Town. 

THE GRAND 
MASTER 
Meet Ip Man, the man 
who eventually 
trained the legend 
Bruce Lee. The 
Grandmaster deals 
with Ip Man’s life and 
events in China during 
the second Sino-
Japanese War. It isn’t 
quite the movie you’re 
expecting but it is 
one that you’ll want 
to see. 

METAL GEAR 
SOLID V: 
GROUND 
ZEROES
A new Metal Gear is 
a highlight for the 
gaming world and the 
twisted genius that is 
Hideo Kojima. Ground 
Zeroes is a prologue 
to The Phantom Pain 
but first players will 
get a little more time 
with Snake himself. 

300: RISE OF 
AN EMPIRE
300 men beat seven 
shades of snot out 
of the Persian army 
but that’s were the 
story ended, aside 
from a little narrative 
exposition. 300: Rise 
of an Empire shows 
us what happened 
next to the Xerxes-
led hordes as they 
attempted to 
take Greece. 

Action, laughs, more action and potential offensiveness. Yes please.
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GET GOLD
YOU’LL NEED IT 
TO PLAY TITANFALL.*

28TH MARCH 2014
STANDBY FOR TITANFALL



WIN 1 OF 3
BLACKBERRY Z30 
SMARTPHONES
WORTH 
R9� 000 EACH

W I N

Th e BlackBerry® Z30 smartphone makes collaboration easy. Its 
stunning 5” display along with unique BlackBerry® Natural Sound 
technology means that, with BBM™ Video* with Screen Share, 
you can see what’s on their screen in vivid detail and hear the 
conversation like you are in the same room. All enabled by a 
battery** so powerful it can keep you going all day long.

What’s more, BlackBerry® Priority Hub lets you focus 
eff ortlessly on what is most important. And, the BlackBerry® 
Keyboard helps you be more responsive by learning how you 
type so, you can say what you want to say, faster. 

Make your presence felt with the BlackBerry® Z30 smartphone.

  * Compatible BlackBerry® 10 devices, Wi-Fi, 4G or HSPA+ connection required. 
**  Based on mixed usage scenario. Many factors aff ect battery life, including network, 

application usage, feature confi guration and battery age.  Actual results may vary.

SMS StuffZ30 to 35975
(SMSs costs R1.50)  Free minutes do not apply. Errors billed.

Readers must include their names and surnames, contact number, email addresses and postal addresses. 
Valid from February 24th to March 21st.  Terms and Conditions page 100.

HOW TO ENTER
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This page has great power. For more than a decade, it has been 
the gateway to prophecies such as Bluetooth networks, tablet 
PCs, NFC credit cards and some kind of Apple phone. Most 

came to pass, a few didn’t, but what the ‘Big In…’ feature always 
reminds us is that the world of tech is relentlessly exciting. Read 
on to discover what wild wonders are on the horizon for 2014…    
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ALL YOUR SCREENS 
Mechanics, buddhists, and Microsoft tech support
WILL BE CURVED

 
will all agree: things change. There’s no point in 
getting upset. What once was flat is now not � Curvy displays

01 02

ere we to shove any immersive picture, although in our 

of the current LG and tests it only works well if you’re 

Samsung R&D teams sitting front and centre. A cynic 

through the BBC’s might suggest that the ability to 

Who Do You Think make bendy screens came before 

Y

W
ou Are? wringer, we wouldn’t be the scientific justification for one… 

at all surprised to hear that their But, hark ye not, yon mouldy 

lineage traces back to Greek cynics! Both curvy televisions look 

philosophers controversially fantastic and, furthermore, OLED 

shedding established notions that pixels make for black levels so 

the Earth is flat. There’s similar deep that you’ll think it’s turned 

evolutionary thinking going on in itself off. 

the world of TVs and smartphones. Scaling down a little, LG and 

Rather than the flat screens you’re Samsung have also popped out 

used to (and which seem to make phones with warped screens. 

sense) the Korean companies have Samsung’s Galaxy Round (3, Rtba)

started applying some bend to their turns in from the edges, whereas 

OLED panels, both large and small. LG’s G Flex, which curves from top 

Samsung’s KE55S9C (1, Rtba, to tail, is not just bent, but bendy. 

samsung.com) and the dramatic You can’t fold it up, but lean on the 

LG 55EA9800W (2, R200 000, back and it’ll flex. Combined with 

lg.com/za) both flaunt a subtle but its self-healing skin (see p47) it’s 

03 noticeable curve to their 55in a phone with organic-esque 

screens. But what’s the point? self-sufficiency properties. 

Apparently, it’s to do with keeping And that’s way more than just 

all of the screen orientated to your a marketing gimmick.

spherical eyes, creating a more BIG-O-METER 7/10
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ALSO
� Dolby Atmos
Forget 7.1 surround sound; after you’ve 

had a Dolby Atmos soundtrack thrust 

into your earholes that’ll seem like being 

whispered to by a choir of voles. Atmos 

enables film-makers to use up to 64 

separate speakers, placing them above 

the audience as well as around them at 

floor level. That means sound designers 

can make minute changes to where noises 

come from, have dialogue follow actors 

around the scene and match audio with 

camera movement much more accurately 

than ever before. It’s like IMAX for audio.

� Apple TV
Apple recently swallowed up a company 

called PrimeSense, the people behind 

Microsoft’s Kinect sensor. “So what?” 

you scream, tearing at your hair and eyes. 

Well, we’ll tell you: Apple’s shopping list can 

often be a good guide to where the kings 

of Cupertino plan to go next with their 

hardware. It’s hard to see Apple entering 

the TV market (as has so often been 

suggested) without doing something 

drastic to the way we interact with it, so 

a combo of motion control and Siri seems 

the obvious route. So is PrimeSense the 

final piece in the Apple TV jigsaw?

� 4K
Were we to liken the arrival of 4K TV to 

Wells’ The War of the Worlds, we would be 

at the Horsell Common scene. Yes, some 

plucky men are approaching the sizzling 

capsules. but most folk are oblivious to 4K’s 

intention to rise up with a mighty cry and 

melt our brains with high-res heat rays. At 

the moment, there’s only the sound of 

construction: US channel (and martian 

collaborator) Fox is already filming NFL in 

4K, using the extra pixels to enlarge replay 

footage and judge foul plays. 
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WEARABLE 
W
“It’s lo

OND
vely, but what w

ERS
ould I use it for?” 

So said the world about the iPad, yet now 
it’s ubiquitous. In 2014, you definitely 
won’t need wearable tech…   

� Smarter smartwatches

A
s the popular saying phone design (see p42) 

goes: if at first you and to integrate some 

don’t succeed in of the more advanced 

generating a fresh  fitness and life-tracking 

consumer revenue functionality we’re seeing in 

stream by inventing a new subset standalone gadgets such as 

of gadget, throw yet more R&D Nike’s Fuelband SE and Nymi. 

money at smartwatches and try, The latter is a wristband that 

try, try again. Last year saw excited uses the unique rhythm of your 

debuts for the Kickstarted Pebble heart as a means of identification, 

watch and Samsung’s Galaxy Gear, unlocking a connected device for 

but the second generation of techy your personal use. High-tech and 

wristwear might actually start to geeky – yes. Necessary? Hmm.

become genuinely appealing. Meanwhile, Bluetooth 4.1 has 

Qualcomm’s Toq, pictured, is due marched into distant view. This 

for release in the States later in the will enable smartwatches to gather 

year. It has an E Ink-style colour more data from other wearable 

touchscreen known as Mirasol, tech, such as your new smartwig 

meaning that the Toq’s battery (see below), and pass it on to 

ought to last for days rather than your phone. So whether or not 

hours. Smartwatch designers will we’re treated to an Apple iWatch 
BIG-O-METER 7/10

also be able to utilise the curved this year, it looks as if there’ll be 

glass that’s creeping into TV and plenty else to strap on.

The rise of bodybound tech

FOR YOUR FINGER FOR YOUR WRIST FOR YOUR FACE FOR YOUR HEAD
� NFC Ring � Jawbone UP24 � Lumus DK-40 � Sony SmartWig
Apple might think its fingerprint- Jawbone’s new wristband and app With Google Glass due to go on It might not make it to your melon 

sensing button is smart, but mean there’s nowhere to hide from sale at some point in 2014, you can until after 2014, but Sony has 

wearing an NFC Ring means you its snooping. It syncs wirelessly via expect to see plenty of rival smart patented a toupée with built-in 

only need to pick up your phone Bluetooth, so you can see real-time specs doing their best to steal sensors. Yes, really. The listing 

to make it sing. Fit an NFC-enabled feedback when you hit your goals. Google’s thunder. This pair from suggests multiple uses, including 

lock to your front door and you Prefer to assume you’ve nailed it Lumus uses half of the right lens monitoring your health and the 

could even level-up to using it to and hit Steers? The normal as a screen, with a frame-mounted environmental conditions, and 

access your home. Who needs Jawbone Up still won’t reveal 5MP camera that looks like, and even using ultrasound to help you 

keys when you’ve got brainy bling? your failings until you plug it in.   might well be, a tiny bazooka. navigate in the dark. Bonkers.
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SMARTPHONES WITH 
Next-gen architecture, phones that fix themselves and
SUPERPOWERS

 
new operating systems. Here’s how smartphones are 
going to rock it in your pocket in 2014...

W
� Pocketing 64 bits

hen Apple slotted an A7 

processor into the iPhone 5s,  

it joined just about every PC 

and laptop in the world in 

having 64 bits at its disposal. 

Within the next six months every high-end 

phone will follow suit. But what changes will 

you see when the phone’s in your hand? 

Just because it has twice as many bits 

doesn’t mean it’ll run twice as fast; that’s to 

do with the efficiency of the architecture and 

clock speed. For desktops and servers, the 

key benefit of moving to 64-bit processing is 

the ability to use more memory. There’s 

some funky maths behind this, but the crux is 

that a 32-bit processor can only ‘see’ 4GB of 

memory. Web servers, big data-crunching 

machines and top-end gaming rigs need to 

be able to hold more than 4GB in system RAM 

to run smoothly, so 64-bit processing is 

essential, even if a lot of apps are still 32-bit. 

Apple isn’t about to start selling a phone 

with 5GB+ of RAM, although we’re led to 

believe the fingerprint scanner in the iPhone 

5s does require 64-bit processing. Having 

more bits at your disposal means you can 

code longer and more complex instructions. 

Of course, this processing isn’t exclusive to 

Apple. All manufacturers that licence ARM’s 

chip designs – Samsung, Nvidia, Qualcomm, 

et al – are able to use the 64-bit architecture 

if it takes their fancy. 

But 64-bit computing on a phone isn’t 

about what it can do today, rather the 

tomorrow for which it prepares us. Think back 

to the recent Ubuntu Edge phone, the 

handset that – had it been successfully 

crowdfunded – would switch to a desktop 

operating system when it’s plugged into a 

monitor. See the magic ‘D’ word there? When 

it comes to desktop computing a 64-bit 

processor is very useful, and Ubuntu’s vision 

is the way the whole world will eventually go: 

one universal device, one operating system. 

Or, perhaps more likely, the ability to do any 

of your normal computing on any device you 

choose. Which leads us to think that Apple’s 

move to 64-bit is setting the stage for a time 

in the not-too-distant future when the next 

MacBook Air will be the iPhone 10 – a single, 

unified operating system on a tiny, tiny 

machine. Unfortunately we might have  

to wait ’til a bit later than 2014 for that.

BIG-O-METER 9/10
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� Self-healing mobiles � OS opportunities
It’s about time tech started taking tips from the X-Men If you only had a choice of the same three sandwiches 

– and LG’s G Flex has a touch of the Wolverine to it. every lunchtime you’d get bored pretty quickly, right? 

Rather than a set of razor-sharp blades that spring out No doubt some of you are sick of iOS, Android or 

from the bottom (an inconvenience at best, amputation- Windows Phone sandwiches and could do with a nice, 

waiting-to-happen at worst) it has the ability to heal juicy new OS wrap to get your teeth into. 2014 will see 

itself, Logan style. Scratch, scuff or scrape the back the launch of both Jolla and Ubuntu phones – two new, 

of the G Flex and its protective coating will gradually palate-pleasing operating system alternatives. Ubuntu 

repair its surface until the damage is barely noticeable. offers powerful desktop and mobile convergence, 

LG hasn’t explained exactly how it works, so we’ll just while Jolla’s Sailfish adds to its app store by also being 

assume they’ve employed Professor X as their new compatible with Nokia’s too-handsome-to-be-lonely-

product manager for mobiles. on-Lumia HERE maps and some Android apps. 

BIG-O-METER 7/10 BIG-O-METER 5/10

� Affordaphones � iBeacons lighting up
Google’s Nexus 4 and 5 have proved that decent, Apple added iBeacons to its phones when iOS 7 was 

high-end smartphones from major manufacturers released, but we’re yet to see it being used in the wild. 

don’t need to cost the same as a second-hand kidney. That should change this year with shops, museums 

Motorola’s Moto G corroborated that, with its quad-core and public places starting to take advantage of the 

processor, 4.5in/11.4cm screen and guaranteed place Bluetooth location tech. iBeacons will be used to allow 

in line for a KitKat upgrade. We wouldn’t expect to access to digital mags only when you’re in certain 

see Apple following suit any time soon (the 5c was places. Macy’s in New York and San Francisco has already 

marketed as affordable yet still costs more than installed a load of iBeacons to alert people using an app 

one-and-a-half Nexuses ). It’s just strangely ironic called Shopkick about deals in different parts of the shop. 

that the type of phones South Africa needs haven’t Now you just need to be comfortable with advertisers 

made much of an appearance yet. tracking you by your mobile device while you shop. 

 BIG-O-METER 8/10 BIG-O-METER 6/10
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YOU’LL NEVER 
SPEND A CENT
The feel of a crisp fiver and the clink of 
change in your pocket could be a thing of 
the past. Meet the new ways to spend

W
hen we say ‘You’ll 

never spend a 

cent’, we mean 

in the traditional 

sense. Purchases 

will still require funds in 2014. But 

rather than carrying around a 

wallet stuffed full of plastic, Coin 

($105, onlycoin.com) will replace 

anything with a magnetic strip. 

You load it up using a mobile app 

and a dongle that plugs into your 

phone’s headphone socket. Swipe 

each card through the dongle, 

take a picture of it and your Coin 

is loaded with its details. When 

the time comes to cough up for 

something, select which card you 

want to use with the button on the 

front (a small screen shows you 

which is active) and you can swipe 

it as normal to pay. And while it 

doesn’t support chip and pin yet, 

it will also work in a standard cash 

machine. Sounds like an empty 

bank account waiting to happen, 

right? Unlike your standard cards 

Coin has a safety mechanism 

built in. It uses Bluetooth Low 

Energy to pair with your mobile, 

so if the two get separated your 

phone will let you know before it’s 

too late, and if it’s gone for good 

it’ll automatically deactivate itself 

after a set period. Thanks to Coin, 
BIG-O-METER 6/10 being a rampant consumer has 

never been so techy.

� What is BitCoin?
BitCoin does not exist. There are no old-fashioned, virtual currencies lack places accept it as payment right 

actual BitCoins, BitNotes or stability due to the absence of a now, but you can transfer it easily 

BitThruppennyBits, yet its value has central bank. Right now, though, online or using NFC or QR codes 

increased by 1000% in a year. By the BitCoin is on the up. Want to invest? (Finally! A use for them!) via the 

time you read this it might have fallen You’ll need to download a wallet from mobile app, and there are no 

again. And that’s the problem with bitcoin.org and start to fill it, 25 blocks ridiculous bank charges, making it 

BitCoin. While swapping bits of paper at a time (at the time of writing one truly global. Best of all, you can’t lose 

with someone’s face on might seem BitCoin is worth R12 222). Very few it down the back of the couch. 
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BIG-O-METER 7/10 PINGING OFF 
THE HOOK
Text messages are great but they’re a bit, 
well, texty. PingTune is here to add a 
rousing soundtrack to your dull words 

� The new Snapchat (with added tunes)

W
ith WhatsApp and 

Snapchat starting 

to challenge eating 

and breathing in 

terms of worldwide 

popularity, it’s become very 

apparent that old-fashioned text 

messaging just doesn’t cut it any 

more. With ‘the kids’ using 

YouTube as their main source 

for music, some bright spark had 

the idea to combine the two. 

They’ve called it PingTune (Free, 

pingtune.com) and the concept 

is simple. Use the app’s search 

function to find a song on YouTube 

(it also trawls Soundcloud, but 

including video is part of the 

charm), select it and you can pick 

out a particular section that’ll play 

when your friend opens the 

message. If they’re not on 

PingTune it’ll take them to a more 

generic playback page, but send 

them enough and they’ll probably 

cave in and sign up. PingTune’s 

not the only one either. Tango 

Messenger (Free, tango.me) 

has recently added support for 

sending songs from Spotify to go 

with voice and video calls, text 

and games. The only downside 

we can see (and it’s a serious 

one) is the increased potential 

for the return of Rickrolling.

� Hi-res audio: Why you need to listen up
LG’s Stuff Award-winning G2 others will just look at you blankly plugged into a home amp or 

smartphone was triumphant for with a digital shrug if you try to headphones, you’ll want it 

a whole load of reasons, but one play FLAC or WAV files on them. equipped with the skills necessary 

that often gets overlooked is its Yes, you might still be filling your to tickle your ears. Beefier built-in 

support for audiophile-pleasing phone with weedy 128Kbps MP3s audio chips will also mean external 

24-bit/192kHz hi-res files. Right now, but in the near future a DACs will become laughable relics 

now it’s the only phone in the mobile might be your one and – and so will your lo-res MP3s.

world to do so, meaning all the only hi-fi source, so whether it’s BIG-O-METER 6/10
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YOUR NEXT CONSOLE 
WILL BE A PC
The PS4 and Xbox One might’ve been top of the gift 
lists for Christmas 2013 but this year the really 
exciting stuff in gaming will happen in the world of PCs

BIG-O-METER 8/10

01 02 03

5 REASONS 
WHY STEAM 
IS CHANGING 
THE FACE OF 

PC GAMING 

� The hardware � The software � The controller
Apart from changing the hard Steam is already a shop and Valve has designed its own 

drive the PS4 stays as Sony a social network; soon it’ll be controller to go with its Steam 

designed it. The Xbox One a whole operating system.  Machines in the hope of 

While the internet 
can’t be customised at all. In order to be considered a solving the problem of not 

Valve’s Steam Machines, on Steam Machine, the box will being able to use a mouse  

works itself into a the third hand, will come in have to be running the new and keyboard on the couch. 

lather about the myriad forms, conforming  Linux-based SteamOS, Rather than traditional sticks 

comparative merits  
to a tasty minimum spec. which will either come ready or D-pads, it has two fully 

Steam prototypes range to run or as a free download. tweakable, clickable, circular 

of PS4 and Xbox One, from an Nvidia GTX 660 It’ll be optimised for gaming trackpads. They can be used 

one of tech’s most graphics card and Intel i3 but Valve promises it’ll come to move and look in an FPS, or 

secretive companies is 
processor to an Nvidia Titan with apps for streaming scan the map and move the 

and Intel i7. There’s 16GB of music and video. It’ll also cursor in a strategy game. Will 

quietly building itself RAM for the CPU, 3GB allow you to stream games it be jack of all manoeuvres, 

up to be a formidable GDDR5 for the graphics and from your Mac or PC, and or master of spinning around 

opponent for both...
up to a 1TB of storage.  share games between users wildly while necromorphs 

In short, Steam boxes rock. on the same machine. chew on your tasties? 
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Face-on with 
Oculus Rift

BIG-O-METER 9/10
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� The games
Steam’s store of over 3000 

games includes everything 

from Arkham Origins to 

Papers, Please, often for a lot 

fewer greenbacks than their 

console counterparts. You 

might miss out on the odd 

exclusive but side-by-side 

comparisons will always go 

in favour of the PC. Steam’s 

Greenlight scheme (which 

allows you to vote on which 

hopeful should be sold on 

Steam next) means you’ll be 

fed a steady stream of ace 

new indie games. It’s where 

Papers, Please came from…

� The future
Valve calls its SteamOS a 

‘cooperating system’, which 

is a slightly annoying way of 

saying it’s open source, with 

developers encouraged to 

create their own stuff for it. 

At Steam’s Dev Days in 

Seattle, January 15-16, the 

company will reportedly 

demo a prototype virtual 

reality headset (let’s call it 

Steam VR). If it’s anything like 

the heralded Oculus Rift (see 

right) we’re already sold. 

AMD, Intel and Nvidia will all 

be there, too… but nosy hacks 

like us are banned. Bummer.

We never expected our first intergalactic dogfight to 

take place in a London hotel room, but here we were, 

strapped into our ship, peering around the launch bay 

while waiting to be catapulted out into the darkness of 

deep space. Covering our eyes was an Oculus Rift 

headset, which was plugged into a humming gaming PC 

running a demo of EVE: Valkyrie – a pilot’s-POV space 

shooter set in EVE’s ridiculously popular MMO universe. 

The headset actually feels much lighter than it 

looks – a bit like wearing a pair of ski goggles with a 

tupperware box strapped to the front – with a 1080p 

screen for each eye. In our hands we had a standard 

Xbox 360 pad to control the movement of the ship, 

while the Rift took care of our in-game vision using its 

built-in motion sensors. Looking around the cockpit 

we noticed scratches on the canopy above our head 

and even our own virtual arms and legs down below. 

Fight the urge to try wiggling your toes, though. You’ll 

feel silly. 

Oculus Rift also controls missile targeting. By 

pulling the left trigger, the ship will prime them, then 

you catch your victim in a death stare until the 

computer locks on. Releasing the trigger unleashes a 

hail of hellfire.

This combination of traditional gamepad and virtual 

reality works particularly well in a game like Valkyrie. 

As any astronauts reading will know, piloting a 

spaceship doesn’t involve much body movement so, 

unlike a first-person run-and-shooter, there’s less of 

a mental disconnect between the on-screen action 

and you slouched on the sofa really, really, not running. 

With a decent pair of headphones and the Rift’s 110º 

field of vision, the sense of immersion is incredible… 

disorientatingly so sometimes. The first time we got 

cocky enough to pull a high-speed corkscrew in our 

hunt for the remaining bogies we nearly fell out of our 

chair. The Rift, then, is not a set-up you’d want to plug 

into the morning after the night before, but it’s one we 

can’t wait to strap into again. At last, VR lives and works!

Oculus Rift isn’t due to hit gamers’ heads 
until later this year but, ever ready to escape 
reality, Stuff has already stuck their face in 
an early version 
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GAMES
Just as hangover follows sambuca, hot 
new games always follow console launch. 
And with two new consoles just out, 2014 
looks like being packed with great titles

� Watch_Dogs � Titanfall � The Crew � Tom Clancy’s 
Xbox One, PS4 Xbox One, Xbox 360, PC Xbox One, PS4 The Division
No, not a game in which you If Titanfall had been a launch Long-distance driving isn’t Xbox One, PS4, PC
play Neo Motaung, tracking game for the Xbox One the something we’d immediately From The Hunt For Red 

down and serving violent console war might have been think to base a game on. Toilet October on the NES to last 

justice to pension scammers, over before it had started, stops, wrong turns and fights year’s Splinter Cell: Blacklist, 

but an overly punctuated such is the buzz around this over whose turn it is to pick Tom Clancy was nothing if not 

cybercrime-’em-up with Microsoft-only multiplayer the music just don’t seem prolific. And although he’s now 

a nifty companion app that shooter. You play as a soldier like much fun. But we’ll make The Late Tom Clancy, they still 

allows you to interfere with who can hop into heavily an exception for The Crew. It keep coming. The Division is a 

other people’s games. You armed gigantabots that fall recreates the whole of the third-person co-op shooter 

are Aiden Pearce, a man with from the sky, adding an extra USA for a cross-country race in which survivors roam New 

a phone so fancy it can hack dimension to the run-kill-die- in some of the world’s finest York in the aftermath of a 

pedestrians’ personal files, repeat cycle of most online (and hugely customisable) pandemic, searching for stuff 

change traffic lights and raise deathmatches. Come March cars. Think Cruisin’ USA to salvage. A tablet-wielding 

bollards to thwart the police. there will be people buying multiplied by Cannonball Run friend can even join in and 

Not even LG’s G2 can do that. consoles for Titanfall alone. to the power of massive.  provide air support. 
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� Destiny
Xbox One, PS4
It’s no surprise that a game 

being made by the people 

behind Halo and Call Of Duty 

is getting some attention – 

especially when it looks this 

good. Lush landscapes, RPG 

elements and multiplayer 

moments woven into the 

story give Destiny the feel of 

an MMO, although you won’t 

have to subscribe to play it. 

At its core this is still a 

first-person shooter, so 

don’t throw away your lucky 

fragging pants just yet.

01 True Detective
If you’ve only got time for one 

time-sapping TV series this 

year you’re best off picking 

one from the masters. HBO’s 

latest follows a murder case 

over 17 years (although luckily 

it’s cut down to eight episodes). 

Woody Harrelson stars. 

01 Chance The Rapper
With a sound that veers from 

a hippy alter-ego for Eminem 

to a less raspy Lil Wayne, 

Chicago-born Chance has 

already toured with Kendrick 

Lamar. Expect more big name 

collaborations in 2014. Did we 

mention he’s a rapper?

01 The Grand 
Budapest Hotel
Wes Anderson returns to make 

his film again with a surprising 

cast including Owen Wilson and 

Bill Murray. Expect quirky 

dialogue and sets. Yep, he’s 

predictable, but consistently 

brilliant too. So why complain? 

02 Crossbones 
Q: Why are TV shows written 

by the creator of Luther, 

produced by the pair behind 

Gladiator and starring the 

legendary John Malkovich as 

the equally legendary pirate 

Blackbeard really, really 

exciting? A: They just arrrrr.

02 Jungle
You won’t need to tune into 

pirate radio to enjoy this Jungle 

– all you’ll need is a penchant 

for Metronomy-style grooves, 

or a desire to hear what James 

Blake would sound like with a 

disco ball. This time next year, 

Jungle is going to be massive.

02 Noah
Darren Aronofsky has canned 

the RoboCop remake to do The 

Bible. Noah stars betting’s 

Ray Winstone as baddie 

Tubal-cain, so expect him 

to turn to camera halfway 

through and offer odds on how 

it’ll end. Our money’s on a flood.  

03 Believe
Having taken charge of the 

pilot episode, Gravity director 

Alfonso Cuaron takes a back 

seat as exec producer, 

alongside Star Wars’ new hope 

JJ Abrams on this supernatural 

series about a telekinetic girl. 

Expected, big things are.

03 Eugene Quell
Imagine Damon Albarn 

fronting a late-’90s American 

indie band and you’ll probably 

come up with something 

similar to Eugene Quell – an 

LA-born singer and guitarist 

who grew up on the road 

thanks to his hippy parents.

03 The Double
Richard Ayoade takes a break 

from enthusing about gadgets 

to direct this adaptation of 

a Dostoevsky story about 

a man driven mad by his 

doppelgänger. Excitingly, the 

trailer features an appearance 

from a certain Chris Morris. 
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AFRICA’S MUST-WATCH 
14 START-UPS IN 2014
Africa is not just a mobile-first continent. It is mobile-
only. As such, many of the most innovative start-ups 
address mobile for what it is: the gold of today, the new, 
digital equivalent of a railroad, writes Toby Shapshak.

D
rawing up this list, we were The most recent figures for mobile and 

struck by how readily we internet usage are promising, and show 

thought of South African tech room for growth on the continent. 

firms that deserved to be here “Only 16 percent of the Africa’s one 

– so we shamelessly let our billion people are currently online, but that 

patriotic fervour guide me. Looking back, we share is rising. More than 720-million 

still think they all deserve to be on this list. Africans have mobile phones, 167-million 

Several of the names on this list come already use the Internet, and 52-million are 

from the final 40 of this year’s Demo Africa on Facebook,” reported consultancy 

(demo-africa.com) the African arm of this McKinsey, in a report entitled Lions go 

renowned launch event for tech start-ups, Digital: The Internet’s transformative 

held in Nairobi on an annual basis. potential in Africa. 
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03 Dealdey
dealdey.com
To become Nigeria’s the country’s largest deal 

site is no mean feat. Just ask Sim Shagaya, just 

one of the three digital giants he has created in 

Nigeria. Skepticism runs high, even in Nigeria, 

but Dealdey, which could be just another 

Groupon ripoff, appears to be bucking the odds 

and should turn into an asset for the country.

01 BRCK
Fully funded on Kickstarter | 
brck.com
From the founders of 

real-time info site Ushahidi 

comes a brick-like device 

that they call “the internet’s 

backup generator”. And that 

it is. The sturdy plastic-

shelled BRICK has everything 

you’d need to survive the 

wilds of the unreliably African 

internet, like Nairobi or 

Johannesburg. Despite being 

the respective tech capitals 

of Kenya and South Africa, 

they are still beset by power 

failures and slow speeds. 

The BRCK has a big battery, 

so it can keep 20 devices 

connected for eight hours; 

while it will use any and all 

of the wireless and wired 

internet connections, from 

ADSL to GPRS to LTE.

Unlike dainty like MiFi dongles 

that provide a much smaller, 

less industrial-strength 

service, the BRCK is robust 

enough to handle power 

failures, poor line speeds, and 

just general grumpiness. 

02 Obami
obami.com
Facebook-like education for the high school 

masses is the idea behind the Obami education 

site. It uses the familiar Facebook paradigm as its 

interface, making it familiar to students, teachers 

and parents – enabling group discussions and 

problem solving. The brain child of Barbara 

Mallinson, it is now in schools all over South Africa.

05 Kopokopo
kopokopo.com
With the Kenyan economy riding the M-Pesa 

wave, the key beneficiaries have been 

consumers using the mobile money to make 

payment. Registering as a merchant is a harder 

task, but which KopoKopo to solve for 

merchants, securely and with payment reports. 

It aims to make merchants the next mobile 

payment-enabled segment of society.

07 The Able Wireless Company
Kenyan start-up Able Wireless wants to stream 

paid-for content to for $6 (R70) per month 

using a device that will rent for the same 

amount each month. It is an edge-of-network 

service that “delivers content over a wireless 

network through a secure device, reducing 

83% of capital and operational costs for current 

network providers, creating a legitimate 

distribution system”. Mobile is the playing 

field for Able.

04 22seven
22seven.com
With one of the founders of South Africa’s 

long-lamented entirely online bank (Twenty20) 

at the helm (Christo Davel), financial-planning site 

(and now app) 22seven.com offered a different, 

behavourial economics-approach to managing 

your finances. Snapped up by London-based Old 

Mutual, one of the largest insurers, 22seven is 

expected to deliver great things.

06 mPawa
mPawa.com
“mPawa is a mobile job matching application 

developed for blue-collar recruitment in Africa. 

We leverage the power of mobile technology to 

quickly connect employers to well qualified job 

seekers and workers to jobs,” is how Ghanaian 

entrepreneur Maxwell Donkor described mPawa. 

It matches employers with potential employees 

via skills and experience. It’s also SMS-based, 

which is ideal since much of Africa is mobile-only.
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projectisizwe.org
Promising “Free Wi-Fi For 

Africa” is a bold statement, 

but not when you are Alan 

Knott-Craig, the erstwhile 

CEO of MXIT and your 

passionate about something 

like this. “If you think of 

information as fish, the 

problem is not that people 

don’t have fish, or that they 

don’t know how to fish. The 

problem is that there is no 

water! Free Wi-Fi brings water 

to people,” he told Stuff. “If 

the Web is like water, then 

today in South Africa there is 

no tap water to be found. 

Project Isizwe aims to bring 

tap water to those that can’t 

afford the bottled stuff.” 

Good luck Alan.

08 Mxit
mxit.com
Once the largest social 

network in Africa before 

Facebook took that title last 

year, because it’s mostly 

used on feature phones that 

the market swears are being 

replaced by smartphones, but 

aren’t: remember it has a new 

focus under new CEO Francois 

Swart and chairman Michael 

Jordaan, easily South Africa’s 

most charismatic business 

figure, having just resigned 

from a 10-year stint as CEO 

of First National Bank, which 

grew to be the biggest, most 

tech-savvy bank in the 

country. And made Jordaan 

a Twitter celebrity. Oh, and 

Mxit has 7.5-million users, 

6.5-million in South Africa 

and they’re all emerging 

middle-class consumers 

who want to buy your brand.

10 Karibu Solar 
Power
karibusolar.com
Renting-to-own is a 

well-known economic 

principle, but what if the value 

of the product is so small – 

but so life-changing – that it 

can be paid off within a few 

weeks. The Karibu solar 

system is a small standing 

lamp, that is split into three 

components: the lamp, the 

battery and the small solar 

panel. The merchant “rents” 

out the lamp and battery for a 

few weeks, before the renter 

owns the whole device, 

including charger. Using the 

same small amounts that are 

typically used to buy 

Kerosene – which familes can 

spend up to a quarter of their 

income on – the Karibu 

provides light but also power 

to charge cellphones. 

12 iROKOtv
iROKOtv.com
Everyone knows Nigeria’s film 

industry – Nollywood – is the 

Bollywood of Africa – 

especially Nigerians abroad, 

who want to keep watching 

their favourite cinema. They 

do this through, iROKOtv, 

which calls itself “the world’s 

largest online distributor of 

African content”. iROKOtv 

likes to liken itself to the 

“Netflix of Africa,” especially 

as the streaming start-up just 

raised another $8-million in 

funding, bringing its total to 

$21-million. With half of its 

users in the US and UK, the 

rest are coming from Africa 

itself, prompting the Nigerian 

start-up to say “with the 

continent coming online, 

demand for homegrown 

multi-platform video content 

is rising fast”.

Honourable mention 
(non-profit)
Project Isizwe
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09 Paperight
paperight.com
If they gave Nobel Prizes for 

Bloody Fine Ideas, it would be 

to Arthur Attwell, whose 

thoroughly clever Paperight 

idea turns education into a 

win-win for everyone, from 

publishers to students to 

small print shops. Giving 

students access to textbooks 

that can be printed out at a 

fraction of the price of a 

store-bought copy (legally, 

of course) is a boon for 

education in South Africa and 

elsewhere in the developing 

world. Money is saved on 

distribution and printing, with 

students getting what they 

need. Cheap. Everybody wins.

14 SnapScan
snapscanapp.com
Winner of the MTN 

Business-sponsored App of 

the Year in South Africa, it is 

a smart way of handling 

digital payments that is in 

its infancy in Stellenbsoch 

in South Africa. Big things 

are expected of it.

11 Jumia
Jumia.com
Aiming to be the African 

Amazon, Nigeria’s largest 

ecommerce site, Jumia.com 

offers cash-on-delivery in 

the populous cities of Lagos 

and Abuja. Ordered online 

or via mobile phone, the 

products are driven, by 

motorcyclist couriers, to the 

buyers’ home or business, 

when cash can be paid. 

According to BusinessWeek, 

mobile payment is increasing: 

“The number of payments in 

the country made by mobile 

phone more than doubled, 

to 2.4 million, in the first half 

of 2012, while Internet 

payments rose 9.3 percent”.

13 SleepOut
sleepout.com
Kind of like an AirBnb for 

Africa, but using SMS as much 

as the internet as its main 

interface, SleepOut (from 

Kenya) was a highlight at Pivot 

East last year. It has a touch of 

Lastminute.com to the 

bookings it offers in over 30 

countries in Africa and the 

Middle East. It prides itself on 

its secure payment facilities, 

between renter and host; and 

attracted more funding after 

being a finalist at Demo Africa 

last year. SleepOut is an 

example of why Africa can be 

proud of what its futurist 

companies are creating, 

getting by on its own merits.





AWi-Fi pic sharing
Photo Transfer App

Instant translation
Word Lens

Guitarists
AmpliTube

Night snaps
Slow Shutter Cam

App:roved 

Stuff-certified apps for...

WiFi Photo Transfer Google Translate Ultimate Guitar Tabs Time Exposure

Also consider... Also consider... Also consider... Also consider...

Running out of storage on your 

phone because you’ve snapped 

1500 photos and not moved any 

of them to your computer speaks 

volumes about how fussy the task 

can be. That’s our excuse, anyway 

– and our USB cable always 

disappears just when we need 

it. This app does the job with no 

fuss, and no wires, so long as both 

devices are connected to the 

same Wi-Fi network. It works the 

other way, too – from a computer 

to a mobile or even between 

mobiles. A great app, then, but 

now we’ve got no excuses.

from R22 / iOS, Android

Stuff says �����

Imagine for a moment that you 

bought a vintage 1970s electric 

organ from a charity shop last 

week. Look at all those switches 

and pedals! Oh, the manual is in 

Spanish. Word Lens to the rescue! 

All you need to do is activate 

Spanish with an in-app purchase, 

point your phone at the manual 

and... Caramba! The Spanish text 

has magically turned into English, 

albeit in a very literal word-for-

word manner. Translation between 

English and French, German, 

Portuguese or Italian is also yours 

for R55 per language.

Free / iOS, Android

Stuff says �����

One of the first apps to be updated 

with iOS7’s Inter-App Audio 

support, this virtual pedal board 

allows you to plug a guitar into 

your iThing and record into the 

AmpliTube app or the likes of 

Garageband and Auria. You’ll need 

an audio interface such as an iRig 

or iRig HD to feed your axe (or 

microphone, or Korg Volca Bass) 

into the app, but from then on 

you’ll be free to revel in AmpliTube’s 

massive selection of effects 

pedals and amp simulations, 

from classic stompers to modern 

vocal processors. 

Free / iOS

Stuff says �����

Although this isn’t quite true 

long-exposure photography, 

Slow Shutter Cam creates similar 

effects by stacking up a sequence 

of stills into one picture. The only 

disappointment is that if the 

camera isn’t sensitive enough to 

pick up a detail (such as stars in a 

night sky) in a single frame, it won’t 

pick it up at all. You can still get 

excellent results, day or night, 

especially those lovely streaky 

shots when there’s a lot of 

movement in the scene. Try it 

with traffic after dark or busy 

street scenes in daylight.

Free / iOS

Stuff says �����

Don’t rate photo transfer as thrilling 

enough to spend a money on? 

This alternative will let you access 

your iThing’s camera roll from 

any browser on the same Wi-Fi 

connection for free. Thrifty 

Androiders should check out WiFi 

File Transfer for the same deal.

Free / iOS

Stuff says �����

With voice, handwriting or text 

input, Google’s app can translate 

phrases between more than 70 

languages and speak the results 

for you. Whether your new friend 

understands its text-to-speech is 

another matter, but the full-screen 

display will get the message across.

Free / Android, iOS

Stuff says �����

Strumming out random power 

chords is all very well, but wouldn’t 

you like to learn to play the 

classics? Search the database of 

over 400,000 songs to bring up 

chord tabs and lyrics to play and 

sing along to. You also get a tuner 

and metronome thrown in.

from R33 / Android, iOS

Stuff says �����

When combined with a camera 

that can take long exposures, Time 

Exposure can be used to write 

ghostly messages in the air. Enter 

some text, start your exposure, 

sweep your phone across the scene 

and you’ll see the text rendered 

into your image as floating words.

Free / Android

Stuff says �����A58
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The CSC king meets the 
pretender to the throne

Olympus OM-D E-M1 VS Sony Alpha a7

The E-M1’s weatherproof body is an evolution of its E-M5 The Sony has the smallest, lightest body of any compact 

sibling’s – still teensy but with a fuller grip and even more 1. DESIGN system camera thus far, yet it manages to house a massive 

controls. The 4/3 sensor means tiny lenses to match, and full-frame sensor and still has a chunky grip. No flash, though: 

while a flash isn’t built in, Olympus supplies a clip-on model. you’ll need at least another R20 000 for a Sony one. Sad face.

Olympus knows its autofocus onions, and this snapper locks You’d be forgiven for thinking the full-frame sensor would slam 

on faster than any other – and accurately, too. Combined with 2. PICTURES the 4/3 chip in the Olympus. There’s actually nothing in it at low 

best-in-the-business image stabilisation, the resulting shots ISO, but the Sony is noticeably (and understandably) punchier 

are super-sharp, colourful and detailed, even above ISO 1800.   at high ISO… though the autofocus speed drops a lot in low light.

The vast array of controls feels like it should be bewildering, but The controls are more ergonomic than the old NEX-7’s, even 

learning them all comes naturally. The main screen and EVF are 3. IN USE if they aren’t as comprehensive as the E-M1’s. Sadly, the big 

supremely clear and, even with a handful of lenses, an E-M1  full-frame-friendly lenses don’t balance well with the small 

set-up is so compact that you’ll be happy to take it anywhere. body, and the EVF suffers from irritating rainbow effects.

1
2

Sensor 16.3MP, 4/3in 3 Sensor 24.3MP, 35mm full frame 

LCD 3in/7.6cm, 1.04m dots, tiltable EVF 2.36k dots  LCD 3in/7.6cm, 922k dots, tiltable EVF 2.36k dots 

Max ISO 25600 Max burst 10fps TECH Max ISO 25600 Max burst 5fps

Video 1080p@30fps RATER Video 1080p@60fps

Connectivity Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Connectivity Wi-Fi, NFC

Dimensions 130x94x63mm, 443g Dimensions 127x94x48mm, 416g

� Price R19 500 (body only) / olympus.co.za � Price R20 000 (body only) / sony.co.za

����� STUFF SAYS �����

The Sony’s sensor promises much, but it’s the Olympus that proves to be the complete package
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QUANTITATIVE  
WHEEZING

What is it?

With a big touchscreen dominating 

its front, this part-smartwatch, 

part-running watch instantly 

brings to mind Samsung’s Galaxy 

Gear. It’s no bandwagon jumper, 

though – the Smart Run has 

proper sportswatch skills of its 

own, taking your pulse by 

measuring the blood flow on your 

wrist and auto-syncing with the 

miCoach website over Wi-Fi. The 

inclusion of a 3GB Bluetooth MP3 

player is an added bonus.

Is it any good?

As a training partner, it’s 

spectacularly comprehensive – 

it’ll even serve up helpful videos of 

exercises in the gym. The beltless 

heart-rate monitoring is great, too, 

but all this comes at a cost. For 

starters, it’s bulky – definitely too 

big to wear all the time. Battery life 

also takes a hit: all too often we’d 

get ready for a run only to find it’d 

died. Even in non-GPS mode it 

won’t last a full day. What’s more, 

we had to stand around in the 

cold while it took a leisurely 90 

seconds to pick up GPS, compared 

to a speedy sub-15 seconds by 

the TomTom and Garmin. More 

training needed, Adidas.

What is it?

TomTom’s first solo effort in the 

fitness world is slim enough to wear 

all day as a normal watch. Straps are 

interchangeable and data syncing 

is done by docking the watch in a 

USB cradle. The LCD screen is clear 

and straightforward, with navigation 

via TomTom’s simple ‘one-button’ 

setup – which is actually a four-

way rocker. The ‘swim sensor’ 

mode uses accelerometers to 

track your time in the pool, and it 

also logs treadmill workouts.

Is it any good?

TomTom keeps things simple here, 

and while the menu layout initially 

seems odd, you’ll soon learn where 

to find everything. Tracking of runs, 

swims and cycles makes it great 

for triathletes in training, but the 

lack of a dedicated triathlon mode 

means it’s more awkward than it 

should be for actual races. The 

accelerometer-based swimming 

mode can also be a bit patchy. But 

it lasts for days, the clear display 

gives stats at a glance and the 

‘training partner’ pacing function is 

brilliant. There’s no Wi-Fi transfer, 

and TomTom’s MySports website 

is in a rather messy beta state, but 

the potential is great given the price.

What is it?

The 620 is the latest in a long line 

of Garmin GPS fitness watches. Its 

combination of touchscreen and 

physical buttons seems muddled 

at first but soon makes sense, and 

while it looks pricey, it does come 

with a heart-rate monitor belt. The 

watch syncs with Garmin’s Connect 

app and website, even allowing for 

live tracking of runs with a paired 

smartphone. And while there’s no 

swimming mode, water resistance 

means it can still time swims.

Is it any good?

Garmin’s GPS pedigree is soon 

obvious here. The customisable 

data fields that you can swipe 

through while running (even with 

gloves on) are brilliant, though the 

screen could be bigger and clearer. 

Its battery lasts for days at a time 

in use as a normal watch with 

occasional bouts of GPS activity 

and the HR belt adds a wealth of 

running data, including cadence, 

ground contact time (GCT) and 

vertical oscillation. These aren’t 

essential for beginners, but they’re 

great for the dedicated improver; 

if you can do without them, the 

otherwise identical Forerunner 

220 (R3 850) could be for you. 

Adidas MiCoach
Smart Run
R5 000 / adidas.co.za

Garmin 
Forerunner 620
R5 800 / garmin.co.za

TomTom
Multi-Sport
R3 000 / tomtom.com/enza

Numbers are your friend when you’re training, and these watches are real mathletes

STUFF SAYS �����

As smart as they come, but not 
quite fit enough to keep up

STUFF SAYS �����

A comparative bargain and 
a must for multi-disciplinarians

STUFF SAYS �����

Helps you get scientific about your 
runs, but you’ll pay for the privilege

Tech Showerproof � 1.45in/3.7cm, 

184x184, colour LCD � Wi-Fi, USB, 

Bluetooth � Optical heart-rate 

monitor � 79g

Tech Waterproof to 50m � 1.3in/

3.3cm, 144x168, monochrome LCD
� USB � Optional heart-rate belt 

(R3 500 bundle) ��50g

Tech Waterproof to 50m � 1in/2.5cm, 

180x180, colour LCD � USB, 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth � Heart-rate 

belt included ��44g
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Me me 
MiCoach

Adidas’ MiCoach app 
is great, but it’s the only 
software the Smart Run 
talks to. Shame it doesn’t 

link to MyFitnessPal 
and other health 

trackers, too.

Appy 
days to come

The TomTom’s web 
app isn’t as slick as 

those of its rivals. But 
a bespoke smartphone 

app is promised and you 
can sync to some 3rd 

party services.

Sync and 
be merry

Garmin’s Connect app 
and website provide 

huge amounts of info, and 
the 620 is a breeze to 
hook up to any of the 
other popular fitness 

tracking sites.

TEST
WINNER
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TESTED 3DOODLER 

PLASTIC MAKES PERFECT
Last month we awarded this genius 3D 
printing pen a coveted Stuff Award. Here’s 
why it’s doodled its way into our toy cabinet…
Price R1 100 (import) / the3doodler.com

��Like Hulk, the 3Doodler stepped 

into the laboratory a normal pen and 

emerged, many times the size and 

countless times more awesome, as a 

shining tool of the future, roaring and 

squirting out fat 3D ink. Well, the big 

green guy didn’t really squirt anything, 

but otherwise the simile stands.  

��Essentially a 3D printer nozzle in a 

pen, sticks of plastic are fed through 

like a glue gun and extruded at 200ºc 

into thin air, where it immediately cools 

and solidifies, letting you ‘draw’ 3D 

structures. Amazing, and we’ve only 

burnt ourselves once. Maybe twice. 

� Hulky, but comfortable in the hand, 

it’s easy to manage even intricate 

doodles thanks to fast and slow 

settings. The results are surprisingly 

sturdy, too – ABS flexes – though thin ABS vs PLA  
sections can be fragile. The fan is quite Like 3D printers, you can pick your 

noisy though and it needs mains power plastic. ABS is the n00b’s choice, as 

– we wish the cable stretched further.  it can draw upwards, bend and work 

with stencils. PLA sticks to metals 

��A mix of doodling outlines on paper and glass and can be translucent. 

then peeling them off, building up parts So… both it is. Add. To. Cart. Boom.  

and drawing details straight on to your 

work is best. Our 3D penmanship 

improved rapidly after an hour but the 

first five minutes are fun, too. Pro tip: 

decide what you’re drawing first. 

��We found extended 3Doodling 

sessions to be mentally exhausting, 

which is probably worth noting if you 

were thinking of getting your kids 

involved. Have a Plan B activity.

How to 3Doodle 
Some tips for happy 3D sketching: 

Tech spec don’t leave plastic in there when it’s 

off. No doodling on yourself, you 

Plastic: 3mm ABS or PLA (next-gen) tool. And save some of 

Temperature:  190-240C each colour for fixes, in case your 

Size: 188x45mm, 130g beloved Charizard’s tail breaks off.   

STUFF SAYS Cheap, messy and tons of fun, this is our new favourite tech toy ������

What else can Next to a R18 000 3D printer, the 3Doodler might look trivial in its abilities. But fear not: 
different-sized tips are on the way, it can be mounted to a CNC arm or Lego Mindstorms, 

you stick in a and WobbleWorks is even looking into what other materials it’ll take, with requests such 

3Doodler?
as toffee and sugar. Funny that, as using it with a stencil feels like icing a cake. Mmm, the 
future looks a lot like an edible 3D sculpture of the Houses of Parliament made with Nutella.  
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Multiple HD Streaming
Powerline adapters auto-connect and stream to multiple HD smart TVs throughout your home

Smart TV

Floor 2

Floor 1

Powerline 500

Smart TV

TPL-406E2K
Powerline 500 AV Nano Adapter Kit
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S
ere’s no ex

ER
cuse for 

not getting great sound out of your smartphone

1 2 3 4 5

SoundMagic Sony Sennheiser Sol Skullcandy 
ES20 MDR-NC33 CX475 Republic Jax Smokin Buds 2

R600 (import) / R760 / R700 / R780 / R350 / 

importitall.co.za sony.co.za fruugo.co.za ngrcomputers.co.za skullcandy.com 

The baby brothers to Comfortable, stylish and Not the newest These are a bit The Smokin Buds 2 are 
the legendary E10s, compact, with the earphones on the block, plasticky, but you’ll be designed for action, 

the ES20s swap some added benefit of being a but no test of budget able to overlook that almost the opposite of 
of their aluminium for noise-cancelling set of buds would be complete if you’re a bass-head. the marketing imagery 
a plastic, half-in-ear in-ear headphones, without their classic The mighty Jax deliver really, being moisture-
shell. They’re comfy, Sony’s MDR-NC33 unit shape gracing the room. thunderous low-end resistant (no, don’t 
and the high-quality is brilliant if you don’t The sound could do with extension with good swim with them) in 
braided cable makes want to hear anyone a little more punch and energy and barely any addition to being 
them plenty durable. else at all. Even at a live weight, but what you distortion. Surprisingly, lightweight but with 

The sound is clean and concert. They got a get is a lean, even- midrange and treble enough bass drive to 
crisp, and good tonal great range across the handed presentation, frquencies don’t get kick you in the 

balance means they’re board and that noise and a comfy fit, too. overpowered, although eardrums while you’re 
happy to be subjected cancelling is either Feeling a little cautious? vocal reproduction trying to nail that nollie-
to any musical taste. active or passive. These are a safe option. could be a little fuller. to-360 flip at last.

STUFF SAYS STUFF SAYS STUFF SAYS STUFF SAY STUFF SAYS
Lovely all-rounders in If not for the attached Not the most hard- Tight, energetic bass, Cheap, bassy, and 

sound, design and price: battery box, these would hitting sound, but these but they do look like not as slow as the 
SoundMagic has pulled have a full five stars. consistently punch well they’ve come out of name would suggest 

it off again Good for crowded areas above their price tag a Christmas cracker they are
����� ����� ����� ����� �����
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Your favourite magazine now has an enlivened 
website and shiny new digital avatar across the 
social networks.

Read stuff.co.za for news, reviews and the latest 
tech and gadget info, brought to you by the same 
tech fiends that bring you Stuff, the magazine.

Like Wonkavision, Stuff’s engineers are hard 
at work turning reality into tiny bits of info for 
your digital consumption. Soon you'll be able 
to download our iPad, iPhone, Android and 
Windows Phone apps so keep your eyes peeled, 
we’ll let you know the second it’s a go!

Need more of a Stuff fix?

In the meantime, like us on Facebook, 
follow us on Twitter or comment on our 
website to stand a chance of winning 
awesome monthly prizes.

StuffSA

now online.
Everything you want to know 

about everything 

@StuffSA
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Last month, we declared Apple’s iPad Air the 

best tablet money can buy, with only one rival 

to fear: the iPad Mini With Retina Display. So 

now that the Mini 2 is here it should shoot 

straight to the top of the heap with its heftier 

hermano, right? After all, it shares the Air’s A7 

chip and 64-bit processing, it beats it on pixel 

density and it came up with the whole sleek-

and-small-of-bezel build formula before the 

Air even existed.

But there’s more to this test than a simple 

ticking of boxes – for one, not all Retina 

displays are equal. And since the original Mini 

landed, Google and Amazon have been hard at 

work themselves, hellbent on perfecting their 

own micro-tabs. The results? A Kindle Fire 

tablet rocking some of the finest components 

available. For R3 700. And the ludicrously 

portable, equally cheap Nexus 7 joining the 

exclusive Android KitKat brigade. So can the 

iPad Mini 2 possibly be worth the extra cash 

over those two? And is it better than the Air? 

You’ll find out over the next 5 pages…

Bigger is always better, right? Not any more. Stuff 
gets touchy-feely with the best small slates

S U P E R T E ST  7 I N  TA B L E T S
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3 Amazon Kindle Fire 
HDX 7in 
With its user-friendly 
skin and ‘Mayday’ 
button for instant help, 
the HDX is an Android 
tab for Androidiphobes.

1 Apple iPad Mini With 
Retina Display 
The first-gen Mini was 
but a high-res screen 
away from perfection. 
So now that it has one, 
it’s unbeatable, right?

2 Google Nexus 7 (2013) 
Hello, old pal. The can-
do-no-wrong tab from 
maybe-does-no-evil 
Google now runs KitKat. 
Will that be enough to 
take 1st place here?



The Nexus is the only tablet 
here that even the small-

handed will be able to hold in 
portrait. It’s the lightest on 

test too. Good stuff, Google. 

Managing files in the cloud 
makes work almost fun (we 

said almost) on the Nexus: 
Apple’s catching up but 

Google Drive leads for now. 

The Nexus’ KitKat update leaves 
its Android rivals in the dust

��GOOGLE NEXUS 7 (2013) FROM R5�500 (16GB) �����

Google’s own Nexus 7 has been 

our favourite Android tablet 

for yonks now, so why are we 

reviewing it again? Simple: it 

just got even better. 

That’s thanks to the Android 

4.4 KitKat update, which makes 

it run faster and last longer. We’ve 

never seen Android perform more 

smoothly on a tablet – moving 

around the OS is noticeably 

quicker than it was on 4.3. And 

though it still slightly lags behind 

the iPad when used intensively, 

Google’s eked out more life from 

the 3950mAh battery, making it 

a true all-dayer. 

Alright, so KitKat isn’t quite the 

revolution it is on the Nexus 5: you 

can’t launch voice search with a 

verbal command, and Google Now 

doesn’t yet get its own domain. 

But who cares when everything 

else here is so good? The 7in/

17.7cm, 323ppi screen is razor 

sharp with good contrast – brilliant 

for clear and bright photos, movies 

and games. The matte, rubberised 

back and curved edges make the 

design an understated classic and 

at 8.65mm slim, it’s much svelter 

than its predecessor. Plus there’s a 

decent 5MP rear camera with new 

KitKat features, brilliant, pre-

installed Google apps and great 

speakers. Oh yeah, and that price. 

All of which makes the Nexus 7 

our top Android tablet. And with a 

few more tablet-optimised apps, 

it might even challenge the iPad.

SCREEN
Small wonder
The Nexus 7’s display is 

a beauty – crisp, with 

excellent contrast, colour 

and viewing angles. But 

the 7in/17.7cm size is 

only good for so much. If 

you want bigger, LG’s 

gorgeous G Pad 8.3 is our 

fave 8in/20.3cm ’Droid. 

����������

DESIGN
Solid gold
The Nexus 7 is a rock and 

a rock feels no pain. It’s as 

simple and classy as the 

Nexus 5 smartphone, 

wonderfully solid and it 

doesn’t scratch as easily 

as the iPad. Plus, it fits 

snugly in spacious 

pockets – as do rocks. 

����������

PERFORMANCE
Smoothly does it 
Sure, the HDX’s chip now 

trumps the Nexus’ S4 Pro 

– but for what purpose? 

The Google tab is more 

versatile, and with KitKat 

now live it’s slicker than 

ever, too. No amount of 

gaming or benchmarking 

can shock it. We tried.

����������

OS AND APPS 
KitKat of alright
KitKat doesn’t make a big 

difference to the 7 visually, 

but it’s still welcome. As 

well as slight performance 

enhancements you get 

new sounds, keyboard 

tweaks, the Photo Sphere 

camera app and wireless 

printing support.

����������
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The HDX may live in a walled 
garden – but it’s a beautiful one

��AMAZON KINDLE FIRE HDX (7IN) FROM R3�700 (16GB) �����

Android can be a scary place. But 

hush now, stop bawling into your 

settings menu. Here’s Amazon 

with a just-about-Android tablet 

that’s as friendly as iOS, bursting 

with digi-stuff to buy and better-

specced than Google’s finest. 

It’s also cheerfully cheap, with 

the 16GB Wi-Fi option available 

for a mere R3700. That’s a touch 

more than previous budget Kindle 

Fires, sure, but that’s on account 

of a stupidly speedy 2.2GHz 

Snapdragon 800 processor that 

makes mincemeat of movies and 

games, a gorgeous 1920x1200 

screen and a new, futuristic build. 

There’s no rear cam but up front, 

video calls are clear and detailed. 

So physically it’s a top-spec 

Android tab – and a very good 

one at that. But turn it on and it’s 

all Amazon. It runs the megacorp’s 

latest OS, Fire 3.0 ‘Mojito’, which 

adds a grid of apps to the eye-

catching carousel; web surfing is 

via its own Silk browser. Then 

there’s the ‘Mayday’ button – a 

bold service that gives you HDX 

tech support 24/7 via one-way 

video calling. The App Store is also  

an Amazon affair, with many 

standard Android apps off limits. 

The lack of LoveFilm downloads 

also grates, and while Cloud Drive 

is coming along, it’s no Google. 

Still, for books, movies and 

Amazon shopping in a tidy 

package to really rival the iPad, the 

HDX excels. Feeling better now? 

SCREEN
Blue note
Watching stuff – it’s what 

Kindle Fire tablets exist for. 

Good job the HDX’s screen 

impresses, then, with eye-

popping colours, natural 

skintones and sharp text. 

Shame about the pesky 

blue tint around the edges 

and corners, though.

����������

DESIGN
City of angles
So angular it makes the 

Shard look cuddly, the 

HDX is comfortable to 

hold, sturdy and clearly 

means business. Small 

volume/power buttons sit 

on the back of each edge 

– it’s where our fingers 

rest anyway, so it works. 

����������

PERFORMANCE
Untapped potential
The HDX is a bit of a beast, 

but without access to all 

the latest Android games, 

those muscles won’t 

always be obvious. You 

can sideload games, of 

course, but if you’re happy 

doing that, probably best 

to just get a Nexus. 

����������

OS AND APPS 
Spend and be happy
Amazon makes tidy work 

of showing what’s on the 

HDX, in the cloud and in 

its own various stores – 

with a particular emphasis 

on the latter, natch. But 

we do wish more apps 

would make the leap 

from Google Play. 

����������

Kindle FreeTime is a dream 
for parents, letting you set 
limits by content type and 

time and with a blue skin 
to remind you it’s on.

Media hoarders will love the 
64GB HDX, which costs just 

R5 200; the same size Mini is 
an eye-watering R7 500 and 

the biggest Nexus is 32GB.
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We’ve seen the future of tablets 
and it looks like the Retina Mini

��APPLE iPAD MINI WITH RETINA DISPLAY FROM R5�000 (16GB) �����

It had to happen. The iPad Mini 

With Retina Display, that is. With 

the original’s screen looking 

dated the day it launched, the idea 

of a Retina Mini quickly became 

our top tech fantasy. Turns out 

it’s even better in reality.

For starters, it’s built around 

the 64-bit A7 chip found in the 

iPhone 5s and iPad Air. That’s 

a welcome surprise, as it ramps 

up the Mini’s performance to Air 

levels. The ridiculously thoughtful 

iOS 7 also gives it a lift, while the 

excellent front-facing cam 

brightens up Skype calls. And as 

for stamina, it’s neck and neck 

with the also excellent HDX. 

And then there’s that screen. 

It’s bright, crisp and vibrant, with 

great viewing angles and a 

whopping 2048x1536 resolution; 

at 326ppi, it’s exactly twice the 

res of the 2012 model. The only 

niggle is that it isn’t always the 

most accurate in displaying 

colours – Stuff.co.za’s vivid 

reds for instance.  

So why is the new Mini the 

future of tablets? Because it’s 

beautifully made, portable, 

brimming with amazing apps 

and bursting with power. Plus, its 

7.9in/20cm, 4:3 form factor is the 

ideal size. OK, so it’s not as 

pocketable as its 7in/17.7cm rivals, 

but that extra screen space sure 

comes in handy. All it needs to do 

is sort out those colour issues and 

it’ll beat even the near-perfect Air.

SCREEN
Small-screen star
This is what the upgrade 

is really all about – and it’s 

an essential one given 

the sharp, tiny text of 

iOS 7, which isn’t at all 

kind to the first-gen Mini. 

Colour reproduction is all 

that stands in the way of 

display perfection. 

����������

DESIGN
Aluminium-ber 1
So good they used it 

twice, the Mini’s cool-to-

the-touch aluminium 

build now comes in Space 

Grey and Silver varieties. 

It’s a touch thicker and 

heavier than last year’s, 

but you’ll never notice 

the difference in use.

����������

PERFORMANCE
It’s got the power
It’s clocked just slower 

than the Air (according to 

benchmarks), but there’s 

only a hint of a difference. 

Dual-band Wi-Fi makes 

streaming a joy, and apps 

are beginning to take 

advantage of the 64-bit 

A7 and M7 coprocessor.  

����������

OS AND APPS
iOS 7th heaven
With the likes of iMovie 

and Pages now free and 

iOS 7 finally clawing back 

the ground lost to 

Android, Apple’s back on 

top here. And as for the 

App Store? Still the 

biggest, still the best, 

still the optimised-est. 

����������

We’ve fallen head-over-
heels for the 5s’ Touch ID, so 

the lack of it here is a 
shame. It had better be on 
next year’s models, Apple!

The Mini’s 5MP rear cam 
keeps things simple. That 

means no burst or slow-mo 
but it does capture more 

detail than the Nexus.TESTWINNER
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+ Now add these

THE WINNER IS... 
 APPLE iPAD MINI 
WITH RETINA DISPLAY

The original iPad Mini lost 
out to Google’s first Nexus 
7 in our January 2013 
version of this Supertest. 
But it was a close-run 
thing. We acknowledged 
that the iPad’s extra 
screen space changed how 
you use a tablet, but also 
said that it was just too 
expensive given its low-
res screen. 

The new Mini rights that 
wrong, increasing the 
potential of what you can 
create and consume on it. 
Take into account the 
quality and number of apps 
available for it and it still has 
the edge over Android. 

If Apple isn’t for you but 
you don’t get on with full-
blown Android, get a HDX. 
But for most people, the 
Nexus 7 is friendly enough 
and remains our top ’Droid.

Wacom Bamboo 
Solo Stylus 
The iPad’s a great doodling 

machine, so you’ll want a 

solid stylus for tablet sketching sessions. 

The Solo has a replaceable rubber nib 

and comes in a ‘mini’ size. Spot on.

R300 / takealot.com

Klipsch X11i
If you’re going to be making 

use of sound on the iPad 

mini, Klipsch’s ultra-

portable, ultra-light, ultra-clear in-ear 

headphones are going to be your best 

friend. Your ears will thank you (and so 

will other people out in public). 

R3 300 / homemation.co.za

SketchBook for 
iPad mini 
Sketch makes the ideal 

iPad mini cover - firm 

textured silicon on the back, with 

folding flaps that double as an 

on/off smart cover. 

R500 / wintecsolutions.co.za
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Short of reinventing the 
rectangle, we can’t see any 
major shocks on the horizon 
for tablet hardware. But that 
doesn’t mean slates are 
getting staid. 

Devs are already finding 
ways to make use of the 
extra processing power on 
both the iPad Mini and Air, so 
we’ll be crossing our fingers 
for creative and gaming apps 
that realise this potential. 
There’s only so much Infinity 
Blade a reviewer can play. 

Google knows its 
strengths in web services, so 
expect Android tabs to get 
better at voice control and 
searching for info within apps. 
And if Amazon doesn’t go 
bust staffing the Mayday call 
centres, it may well move 
into movie downloads and 
possibly even smartphones. 
There’s also the top-spec 
8.9in/22.6cm HDX to look 
forward to.

And then there’s Win 8. 
With a spate of 8in Pro 
devices from the likes of Dell 
and Lenovo headed our way, 
don’t discount its chances. 
See – loads happening.

WHAT’S NEXT?

THE SUMMARY � Apple iPad Mini With Retina Display � Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7in 
� Google Nexus 7 (2013) 

TECH
RATER
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DESIGN/BUILD

 10 9 8 7 6  5 4 3 2 1 

OS AND APPS

 10 9 8 7 6  5 4 3 2 1 

PERFORMANCE

 10 9 8 7 6  5 4 3 2 1 

SCREEN

1st

2nd

3rd Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7in �����
If you can trade app quantity for a smooth, safe tablet 
experience at a tasty price, the 7in HDX is a dream device. 
from R3 700 (16GB) / rocketshop.co.za

Google Nexus 7 (2013)������
A prince among Android tabs, the newly KitKatted-out Nexus 
isn’t just better than before – it’s better than any other Android.
from R5 500 (16GB) / takealot.com

Apple iPad Mini With Retina Display������
With the resolution boost it needed plus the perfect screen 
size and an abundance of apps, the Mini is tablet heaven.  
from R5 000 / apple.com/za

16GB/ 
32GB/64GB 

10.5hrs 
(video run-
down test)

Quad-core 
Snapdragon 

800 @ 
2.2GHz, 

2GB RAM

720p (front)
7in/17.7cm, 
1920x1200, 

323ppi 

128x186 
x9mm; 

303g (311g 
with 3G/4G)

16GB/32GB 
7.5hrs (video 

run-down 
test)

5MP (rear); 
1.2MP (front )

7in/17.7cm,
1920x1200,

323ppi

114x200 
x8.65mm; 

290g (299g 
with 3G/4G)

16GB/ 
32GB/64GB 

/128GB 

11hrs (video 
run-down 

test)

7.9in/20cm, 
2048x1536, 

326ppi

5MP/1080p 
(rear); 

1.2MP/720p 
(front)

134.7x200 
x7.5mm; 

331g (341g 
with 3G/4G) 

MemoryPower/RAMScreen BatteryCameraSize

Quad-core 
Snapdragon 

S4 Pro @ 
1.5GHz, 

2GB RAM

64-bit A7, M7 
coprocessor
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ALL BASES COVERED

SOUNDBAR OR SOUNDBASE?

Q: what do you get when you cross a soundbar with a TV stand? 
A: a soundbase – aka a clever box with a big voice and a small footprint

R4 500 (import) / panasonic.com R5 600 / denon.co.zaR5 400 (import) / orbitsound.com

Panasonic 
SC-HTE80

Orbitsound 
SB60 

Denon 
DHT-T100 

TESTWINNER
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Sounding out 

As the smallest soundbase in this 

test, the Panasonic won’t fit under 

anything bigger than a 42in telly. It 

packs a lot into that compact form, 

though, with both Dolby Digital and 

DTS decoding on board, Bluetooth 

streaming, NFC and HDMI in/out.

Ace of base?

Don’t let its size fool you – the 

SC-HTE80 packs quite the punch, 

with its two built-in subwoofers 

kicking out a full-bodied sound with 

a weighty, yet controlled bass. We 

did have occasional lip-sync issues 

via HDMI, so we’d stick to optical if 

your TV’s got it, but otherwise it’s 

a fine choice for smaller sets.

Sounding out

Planning on using your soundbase 

for music as well as TV? The Denon 

is top of the pops, with Dolby Digital, 

five presets for music, virtual 

surround sound and aptX Bluetooth 

for streaming all on board. It’s solid 

enough to hold a 50in TV, too.

Ace of base?

With an immersive sound spread, 

the DTH-T100 instantly feels like a 

part of your system rather than an 

add-on. Sound is crisp and rich, 

with impressive stereo separation 

and great clarity to voices. It’s an 

impressive music speaker too, 

pairing quickly and offering a 

detailed, weighty sound to tunes. 

Sounding out

Minimalism is the order of the day 

on the SB60 – there’s no display 

and even the volume dial and 

power switch are around the 

back. It can hold 55in sets and is 

undeniably pretty, but the lack of 

HDMI and Bluetooth is stingy.

Ace of base?

The SB60 has the power to fill a 

room and good stereo separation 

thanks to its side-firing speakers. 

But there’s a slightly harsh edge to 

higher frequencies, particularly at 

volume, and while bass is clean 

and tight, more punch wouldn’t go 

amiss. The lack of display makes 

tweaking the audio tricky, too.

STUFF SAYS �����

The Panasonic is small in stature, 
but certainly not in sound

STUFF SAYS �����

The Denon excels whether beefing 
up the TV or blasting out tunes

STUFF SAYS �����

Decent quality and impressive 
build, but usability quirks let it down

A soundbase is a great alternative to a soundbar, largely because it doubles up as a pedestal stand for 

your prized flatscreen. A soundbar is more likely to sit in front of your telly, which isn’t quite as neat, and 

they also often require a subwoofer to add bass, which these soundbases don’t. But if the soundbar route 

still appeals, try the R4 500 LG NB4530A – it’s slim, stylish and sounds great for the money.
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2  Klipsch Gi 
And then there is the GiG, the 

ultraportable of this little collection. 

Though it supports a direction 

connection to a mobile device, the GiG 

is designed primarily for use far away 

from the world of electricity. A battery 

life that’ll make the Energiser Bunny 

jealous and some really impressive 

sound across the whole spectrum, along 

with the compact form-factor, means 

that you can take this speaker just about 

anywhere. The ‘decorative’ covering, 

which can be swapped out for other 

clip-on units in a variety of colours, also 

doubles as a stand. Try propping it up 

in a variety of interesting poses. Just 

avoid large amounts of sand. 

R2 800 / klipsch.com

STUFF SAYS �����

G

3  Klipsch KMC 1
Klipsch’s KMC 1 is the smaller rendition 

of the KMC 3, which was featured in the 

previous issue of Stuff, but don’t go 

getting the idea that it’s any less capable 

than the unit that lives two digits away. 

True, it is smaller but that just means it’ll 

fit in tinier spaces. The KMC 1 is a bass-

heavy portable Bluetooth/NFC speaker 

that can fill even Stuff’s newsroom with 

sound – and that includes drowning out 

the sixteen different conversations. 

There was nary a hitch when it came to 

setup and the solidly-built KMC 1 also 

comes with a built-in battery for true 

portability. Pity we didn’t notice it until 

quite late in the day but at least then the 

battery was charged. 

R3 600 / klipsch.com

STUFF SAYS �����

1  Logitech Z600
Ideal for making the area around your 

notebook or other mobile media centre 

locations look like a tribute to The 

Simpsons, Logitech’s Z600 Bluetooth 

speakers are closer to being a wholly 

wired system rather than something 

that is able to float freely around the 

room. The Z600s feature a wired 

connection for a more permanent setup 

and the twin speakers have enough 

cable between them for some creative 

placement. It’s just a pity that they 

have a tendency to soften sounds – 

something that prevents distortion but 

it sucks some of the life out of your 

tunes. And nobody likes undead tunes. 

R2 300 / logitech.co.za

STUFF SAYS �����

Speakers mean wires and wires mean less time listening to music 
because you’ve got to repair the plaster where you slammed the 
hammer through the wall after attempting to tack the speaker’s 
cables along the runner because the glue just wouldn’t work and 
you were too busy to wait for it to set before letting it go. Just… 
forget about the whole old-school speaker setup, here are some 
plug-in-and-go Bluetooth wonders that’ll rattle your windows. 

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
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YOTAPHONE
240 HOURS WITH THE

“This is a no-nonsense slab of tech that 
doesn’t care that it’s wearing an ugly dress 
to the Android ball”

R7 400 (import) / yotaphone.com

Stuff spends ten days 
with a dual-screen Android phone.
Is there a method in its madness?

DAY 01
This isn’t exactly love at first sight, 

especially after we’ve handled the likes of 

the iPhone 5s and HTC One. It’s chunky, 

heavy, plasticky and… unnecessarily 

tapered at the top. And why, in the name 

of the gadget gods, is the camera on the 

bottom left corner? Yikes.

Still, all those shallow concerns 

dissipate the minute we flip it over and see 

the secondary E Ink screen. It feels so 

alien, but it resonates with the very core 

of our geek genetic makeup. This, 

we tell ourselves, is what it’s all about. It’s a 

no-nonsense slab of tech that doesn’t 

care that it’s wearing an ugly dress to the 

Android ball, because its dress has two 

screens – something those other 

princesses can only dream of.

It takes a while for us to realise the 

power button is removable (hence why it 

feels so flimsy), because it’s guarding the 

micro-SIM slot. With that sorted, we’re 

met with stock Android, something 

purists like us are quite happy to see. 

The screen is bright and viewing angles 

are good. The blacks aren’t great, but we 

can’t complain about the colours. Not bad 

for a 720p affair. It’s only then that we 

notice there are no on-screen navigation 

buttons and that we have no idea how to 

get back to the homescreen. 

So as it turns out, the massive ugly 

bezels beneath both screens are actually 

gesture-based navigation areas. Fancy 

stuff, but frustratingly unresponsive 

most of the time. At least you can bring 

back the on-screen menu bar from 

the settings.

A flick through a tutorial tells us that a 

two-finger downward swipe will send a 

screenshot to the E Ink screen. A few 

seconds later and there it is – our 

monochrome homescreen, right there on 

the YotaPhone’s backside.
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Donut of Truth™

DAY 02

DAY 03

DAY 6

DAY 8

DAY 10DAY 04

STUFF SAYS

Tech specs

The YotaPhone’s 
too rough around 
the edges to 
recommend, but its  
party trick makes it 
an interesting curio
★★★��

Display 4.3in/11cm 

LCD, 720x1280, 

capacitive multi-

touch (front); 4.3in 

E Ink, 360x640 (rear)

CPU Dual Core Krait 

@ 1.7GHz

OS Android 

Jelly Bean 4.2.2

RAM 2GB 

Camera 13MP/ 

1080p@30fps (rear); 

1MP (front)

Storage 32GB

Connectivity Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth, GPS, LTE 

Battery 1800mAh

Dimensions 

134x67x10mm, 146g

Using a selfie as our E Ink 

wallpaper wasn’t one of our best 

ideas. Fortunately, the Wallpaper 

app lets us tweak everything from 

the background to widgets. We 

end up with a fetching Japanese 

Shiba Inu ‘doge’ and comic sans 

text as our background, plus time, 

battery and weather widgets. 

Handily, we can look at these 

without having to turn on the 

main display.

Having foolishly agreed to an 

office bake sale, we pop off to the 

supermarket to grab sugar, flour, 

and a bunch of other ingredients. 

The YotaPhone’s Notepad app 

is useful here, letting us write 

a shopping list that we can save 

to the E Ink screen on the back.

A lofty 13MP is on offer from the 

camera, but a few of them might 

be on vacation. The YotaPhone’s 

shots are OK for Facebook, but it 

doesn’t squeeze out anywhere 

near the same amount of detail in 

dim light conditions as its iPhone 

and Android flagship rivals.

Reading a book on the E Ink screen, 

we feel rather special in the sea of 

Kindle commuter clones, though 

text could be sharper and a bigger 

screen would be nice. Still, with 

everyone else carrying around a 

smartphone and an e-reader, 

we’re the coolest peeps in the 

building. Well, a close second to the 

guy listening to Japanese funk on 

an original Walkman. But that’s 

just trying too bloody hard, isn’t it?

Oh look, we can get Twitter 

updates straight to the E Ink 

screen. Bit slow to update, though 

– after no new tweets for five 

minutes, we’re worrying that all 

of our followers have been 

consumed by some sort of 

debilitating virus.

Time to go back to our powerful 

and sexy LG G2. It was fun while 

it lasted, YotaPhone, but we need 

a more polished companion for 

long-term use. Please don’t cry 

E Ink tears, though. If you were 

to morph into a tablet we could 

definitely give it another go.

01 It has a face only 
a mother could love
02 But its geek factor 
is through the roof
03 Second screen is 
innovative and refreshing

04 Camera leaves a lot to be 
desired – whose idea was 
it to put it at the bottom?
05 Unresponsive gesture 
control makes me want 
to punch something
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HERE’S HOW...

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
STAND A CHANCE TO WIN WITH YAMAHA

WIN A YAMAHA RESTIO ISX-B820 
INTEGRATED AUDIO SYSTEM 
WORTH R7 770 

AND YOU WILL ALSO GET 35% OFF 
A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

AND YAMAHA HPH PRO 300 
HEADPHONES WORTH R2 440 

Yamaha Restio ISX-B820 Integrated 
Audio System 

  Standalone style allows fl exible 
placement

  Audio CD, MP3 CD and WMA CD playback
  DTA Controller App for smart control
  Stylish digital clock with IntelliAlarm
  5-station preset FM tuner
  Bluetooth Compatibility for Wireless 

Freedom of Movement
  Dock your iPod or iPhone directly into the 

top for a high quality digital connection. Or 
enjoy music  from the CD player, radio, or 
other devices via USB and Aux-in.

  Th e four-speaker system delivers 
premium quality sound.

Yamaha HPH Pro 300 Headphones  
  Sleek on-ear style off ers lightweight 

portability
  Premium, mobile-optimized drivers for 

maximum effi  ciency and performance
  Yamaha tuned for exceptional clarity, 

power and tonal accuracy
  Durable build
  Adjustable headband and soft ear 

cushions for outstanding comfort
  Compact folding design for easy storage
  Soft carrying case
  Tangle-resistant fl at cable (1.2 m) with 

in-line remote/mic
  Gold-plated 6.3 mm adapter

Just R208 for 10 issues - a saving of R112 and FREE delivery 
direct to your door  (available in major metropolitan areas only)
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BEST 
GAMES 

EVER

Just think – without video games, we’d probably 
still be playing dominoes, bridge and charades. And 

enjoying it. Time, then, to say gaming grace and 
laud the classics that revolutionised our play time… 
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 Pacman
1980
You may have heard of this one. It 

had a maze, with you in the role of 

a yellow blob, some ghosts 

chasing you down and polarity-

reversing pills that granted you 

superpowers. It was hard and 

carried on forever, with a simplicity 

and charm that still resonates now.

 Time Crisis
1995
Arcade gun games blew up in the 

mid ’90s, when the 3D rush brought 

Sega’s Virtua Cop and House of 

the Dead series. Namco's Time 

Crisis had a pedal to let players 

hide from incoming shots, making 

you feel as if you were right in the 

middle of a gun fight to the death. 

 Gauntlet
1985
One of the finest cooperative play 

experiences to ever hit the arcades, 

Gauntlet was a simplified, top-down 

RPG that taught kids valuable 

lessons in life, such as the value of 

working together and how useful  

a strong man with the right tools 

can be when you’re in a tight spot. 

 Fez
2012 Xbox 360 

A clever take on 2D platformers, 

where you can rotate the game 

world about its axis. Headache 

inducing until you ‘get’ it, but 

great music and silly dialogue 

add to the appeal. Also starred 

in Indiegame The Movie.

 Journey
2012 PS3
A rather abstract experience, 

Journey has players wandering 

through a desert, in a game 

that’s half magic carpet ride 

and half platformer. It’s short 

and simple, but so captivating 

you’ll keep going back to it. 

 Braid
2008 Xbox 360 
Centred around an ordinary 

little man called Tim, Braid’s 

Mario-style play is backed by a 

haunting soundtrack, while its 

plot soon grows from standard 

princess-rescuing to one that 

contemplates life and... feelings. 

 Minecraft
2009 PC 
It’s like Lego that exists in  

its own always-on universe.  

You build worlds, put things  

in worlds, visit other peoples’ 

creations and generally enjoy 

making things for once instead 

of shooting them all to pieces. 

COIN-OPS
The bleeping cabinets that swallowed our 20c coins and stole our young hearts…

INDIE  
GAMES

What they may have 
lacked in gloss they 
made up for in brilliant 
game design...

After Burner
1987
The most exciting thing a 

child could do in the late ’80s 

was visit an arcade to worship 

at this altar of Sega genius. 

Apart from the custom cabinet 

it was a simple flyer/shooter 

at its core, but it had the must-

survive-a-bit-longer-next-

time vibe that made so many 

Sega games so beloved. 

Sega Rally 2
1998
Sega invented the bombastic 

race genre in the 1990s with 

Daytona USA, made it faster 

and more precise with Sega 

Rally, then added sexier 

visuals with Sega Rally 2. The 

key was how it managed the 

transition from loose gravel to 

grippy tarmac, a feeling no 

other racer captured so well. 
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 Soldier Of Fortune 2
2002 PC
Did people ask for a more realistic 

war game where the floors (and 

walls and ceilings) were strewn with 

dismembered body parts? That’s 

what we got, in an odd mix of 

serious urban combat and comedy 

physics-based death animations 

that led to a gore overload. 

 Carmageddon
1997 PC 

A slightly dumb driving game  

that papered over the cracks in  

its mechanics with comedy killing. 

Running people over during a  

race won bonus time, while being 

banned in several countries gave  

it mythic status. For a while, it  

was gaming’s The Exorcist.

 Dead Island
2011 PS3/Xbox 360/PC
A ridiculously violent game about 

killing people, only they’re zombie 

people so it’s all OK and you’re not 

a weird loner for liking it. A baseball 

bat bristling with nails is one 

charming weapon, plus you can 

chop victims up and admire the 

detail in the reflective bloody mess. 

 Space Quest 3
1989 Amiga 
A comedy sci-fi adventure, in 

which you typed “push button” 

and “use pole” for fun while 

exploring alien worlds. It was all 

about the dialogue, with the 

verbose narrator rambling on 

like a 16-bit Russell Brand. 

 The Secret Of 
Monkey Island
1990 Amiga
Guybrush Threepwood starred 

in this hilarious piracy romp 

from LucasArts, master of the  

point-and-click genre. Packed 

with gags and self-deprecating 

game references, it was a hoot. 

 Surgeon Simulator
2013 PC
Didn’t get into medical  

school? This lets you make an 

absolute mess of unsuspecting 

‘patients’ as your near-

impossible-to-control arms 

tear and rip lungs, ribs and 

more from their bodies.

 GTA V
2013 Xbox 360/PS3
Yes, you can torture people, but 

GTA V’s smarter side is in the 

dialogue, posters, products 

and... everything. Michael’s 

hilarious deconstruction of 

Trevor as a grade-A hipster is 

worth the purchase price alone.

Splatterhouse
1988 Arcade
One of the first games to have 

the concerned newscasters 

of the world questioning what 

these sick games were doing 

to the minds of the children, 

Splatterhouse was your usual 

1980s side-scrolling fighting 

game – but nastier. Mostly 

comic book nastiness, though, 

like a Friday The 13th license.  

GORY
As parental concerns rose, so did your desire to play these games…

FUNNIEST
GAMES

Games that served 
up their pixels with 
a generous side of 
comedy chips…

Mortal Kombat
1992 Arcade
With Street Fighter II ruling the 

world, Midway built a similar, 

but more photorealistic, 

combo-based fighter with all 

sorts of limb-removing, brain-

revealing nastiness. It wasn’t 

as deep as SFII, but it was 

more of a laugh thanks to  

the ability to pull your friend’s 

head off at the end. 
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 F-Zero
1992 SNES
As well as the comic bananas of 

Mario Kart, Nintendo was home  

to one of the best looking and 

sounding sci-fi racers. F-Zero  

has been missing in action of  

late, but that’s OK as the original 

and a SNES to play it on are true 

‘desert island’ must-haves.

 Forza Horizon
2012 Xbox 360 
This took Microsoft’s top racing 

franchise and binned the usual 

racetrack grinding in favour of a 

new open-road aesthetic, letting 

drivers actually just drive about 

for the love of it for once, instead  

of endlessly lapping the same  

tired old Formula 1 tracks.  

 Super Mario Kart
1992 SNES
It may have left us howling with 

frustration every time we were 

robbed of first place by a red shell 

on the final bend, it may have 

teased us with nigh-impossible 

shortcuts, but Nintendo’s mad, 

brilliant, beautiful racer gave us 

years of fast-paced fun.

 The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim
2013 PS3, PC, Xbox 360
There are two ways of getting 

about Skyrim’s enormous 

world. You can cheat and zap 

around the map or take in the 

scenery and get a bit of fresh 

air on a well-rendered horse. 

 Red Dead 
Redemption
2010 Xbox 360, PS3
RDR doesn’t just have great 

horses. The free-roaming 

Western also has decent dogs 

and bears, making it the top 

choice for fans of videogame 

animals. And beards.

 The Last Of Us
2013 PS3
The two lead characters in this 

modern emo apoca-venture 

travel around by horse quite  

a bit. After all, when the world 

explodes and there’s no petrol 

or electricity left, he who has 

sugar lumps will be king.  

 Final Furlong
1997 Arcade
Obviously this one was pretty 

high on the horse count, it being 

a weird horse racing sim. What’s 

more, it took horse-immersion 

more seriously than most, 

having, as it did, actual plastic 

(and legless) horses to straddle.

Stunt Car Racer
1989 Amiga/Atari ST/PC
Lack of processor power in 

the late ’80s meant Stunt 

Car Racer’s coders avoided 

trackside scenery in favour  

of realistic physics. That was 

fine by us – we were too busy 

throwing our stunt buggy 

around rollercoaster-style 

courses and over crazy jumps 

to notice our surroundings.

GTA: San Andreas
2004 PS2
Few games have offered so 

much as the GTA series, with 

one of life’s greatest joys 

being to just muck about with 

the cars in it. San Andreas 

brought bikes to the party 

too – leading to hilarious 

cross-country chases in 

which eluding the cops 

became an artform in itself.

JOYRIDING
These wheels were meant for rolling. And that’s just what they’ll do

HORSE
PLAY

Because no great 
game is complete 
without an equine 
accomplice
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 Half-Life 2
2004 PC
A stonker to look at with a story 
to match, HL2 was packed with 
innovations such as the Gravity 
Gun. Trust us, few gaming 
experiences will ever match the 
thrill of using it to propel a saw-
blade through a zombie’s neck.

 Goldeneye
1997 N64
A dream to control on the N64’s 
analogue stick, Goldeneye’s  
four-way split-screen multiplayer 
has rarely been bettered. It  
was packed with clever maps 
seemingly designed for mate-
humiliating fun, and the single-
player mode wasn’t bad either.

 Deus Ex
2000 PC 
Not just a great shooter, but also 
a great stealth game and RPG. 
Your character and his weapons 
adapted and evolved, and it was 
also a leader in personality-aping 
play: smash through and hope for 
the best, or sneak and do it the 
clever way like a ninja.

Halo
2001 Xbox 
Mac developer Bungie 
caught the eye of Microsoft 
with this, so much so that it 
bought the company and 
made the sci-fi shooter an 
Xbox exclusive. It added 
mainstream-friendly 
features like a regenerating 
shield and auto-aiming to 
make it work on consoles. 

Call Of Duty 2
2005 PC, Xbox 360
Took the tired old war game 
conceit and jazzed it up with 
multiple characters and 
plotlines. Developer Infinity 
Ward used all the power of 
PC and Xbox 360 to bring a 
new level of authenticity to 
its look and feel. Online play 
was key, and that’s why 
CoDs are still a must-buy. 

SHOOTY AND SWEET
Here’s how we got to today’s gun-obsessed digital killing fields…
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 Rock Band
2007  
Xbox 360, PS2, Wii, PS3
Rock Band and rival series 

Guitar Hero ensured that we 

now have entire rooms full of 

plastic instruments. Great fun 

while it was cool, even if we 

can’t imagine doing it again.

 Mario Kart 64
1997 N64
Sharing a flat with 12 other 

students and a malfunctioning 

geyser back in the late 1990s 

meant Mario Kart 64. Joyous 

multiplayer modes, great 3D 

and so many lovely tracks to 

slowly grow to hate.

 Left 4 Dead
2008 PC, Xbox 360
A four-player zombie slaughter 

experience, in which you help 

your friends survive while 

attempting to annihilate the 

disease-ridden population. 

Worth it for the fort defence-

style Survival mode alone.  

 FIFA 14
2014 Xbox 360, PS3, PC 
It used to be fashionable to hate 

FIFA but, over the years, EA’s 

relentless football franchise has 

evolved into a beautiful game. 

Stuff’s own lunchtime league is 

now more important to us than 

our families. Or this magazine.

STUDENT 
HOUSE

The multiplayer 
classics best served 
with warm beer in a 
dingy lounge at 2am 

 Final Fantasy VII
1997 PlayStation
For years, the only story a video 

game managed was that one 

about some woman being 

kidnapped and us having to rescue 

her. Then Final Fantasy VII came 

along, with days’ worth of non-

stop emotional storytelling and  

the power to make adults cry. 

 The Legend Of Zelda: 
Ocarina Of Time
1998 N64
The story of a poor little boy  

with his own fairy, based in Hyrule, 

who warped about through time 

and a massive game world with his 

puzzle-solving musical toy. 

Intuitive gameplay made Link’s 

switch to 3D feel natural. 

 Civilisation
1991 PC
This did it all. You started with a 

handful of men, then set about 

steering the evolution of mankind 

from the year 4000BC right up to 

the space age. Which meant it 

wasn’t exactly the sort of casual 

game to be played in 20-minute 

bursts once a fortnight. 

World Of Warcraft
2005 PC, Mac
A massively multiplayer 

online role-playing game  

that somehow managed to 

transcend the normal geek 

boundaries of its genre and 

become popular with norms. 

You could become a heroic 

leader of real troops and 

engage in sprawling quests 

and campaigns… as long as 

you put in the hours. 

SOCIAL-LIFE KILLERS
Some games you smash through in six blood-stained hours; others require investment 

Championship 
Manager 97/98
1997 PC
Despite being little more than 

an Excel simulator at times, 

Championship Manager was 

stupidly addictive. It ended 

relationships. It drove grown 

men to tears. It made legends 

of rubbish players. Tommy 

Svindal Larsen! We love you!
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 Supremacy
1990 Amiga
An absorbing point-and-click war 

management game, in which you 

battled your computer enemy for 

control of a series of alien worlds. 

Terraforming, taxation and 

technological developments were 

key to victory. That and knowing 

how to use zero-gravity toilets. 

 Super Bomberman 2
1995 SNES
Bomberman’s one of gaming’s key 

archetypes, a genre all of its own 

that spans generations. You start 

in a corner, with a bomb. Try not to 

blow yourself up, drop your bomb 

somewhere strategic and run 

away. Get more powerful and 

repeat. For two decades…  

 Lemmings
1991 Amiga
One of the most original concepts 

in puzzle gaming, Lemmings was 

all about assigning tasks to your 

suicidal rodents at speed. You 

played god by trying to keep them 

alive, building, digging, controlling 

and even detonating a sad few for 

the greater good of level clearing.

CEREBRAL
Because, occasionally, it’s not only about shooting people and driving cars 

Tetris
1989 Game Boy
So simple it’s been ported to 

almost every electronic 

device ever – seriously, there 

are probably kettles which 

can play it. But also so 

addictive that one Stuff 

staffer spent an entire 11hr 

flight to America playing it. 

Without stopping. The Game 

Boy version remains the best.

Portal
2007 PC, Xbox 360, PS3
They only went and brought 

some sort of new idea to the 

table. Portal initially looked like 

it was going to be about killing 

aliens in grey rooms, but 

really it was a 3D puzzle game 

in which you warped around, 

trying to escape its many 

chambers, at the behest  

of a weird robot lady voice. 

BEST GAMES EVER

 Crysis
2007 PC
For years, when you bought a 

new PC or graphics card, this 

was what you loaded up to see 

what it could do. The jungle 

world was perfect, the lighting 

and effects able to tax even the 

most hardcore of gaming rigs. 

 Blade Runner
1997 PC
Given how non-futuristic our 

PCs were in 1997, this 3D 

adventure game captured an 

amazing amount of the film’s 

mood. Its Esper photo machine 

could zoom around corners 

too. “He looks familiar…”

 MotorStorm
2007 PS3
The manly chassis of Sony’s 

PS3 was puffed out to the max 

by MotorStorm, which stood 

above early PS3 games in 

offering properly next-gen 

draw distances, lighting effects 

and very dramatic carplosions.

 Limbo
2010 Xbox 360
A 2D platform game like no 

other. Presented entirely in a 

black-and-white silhouette 

style, it’s a weird little thing 

based around a boy exploring  

a broken world that’s filled with 

monsters and odd machines.

EYE 
POPPING

Games that looked 
so comprehensively 
beautiful, even your 
dog was impressed…
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 Super Mario Bros.
1985 NES
The franchise that has kept 

Nintendo hardware selling for  

the last 30 years, Mario has 

proven to be timeless. This one 

had it all – massive world maps,  

a tough challenge, bonkers  

bosses and the classic music  

that Nintendo still remixes now. 

 SimCity
1989 Amiga 
Introduced the micro-management 

concept, with responsibility for the 

mundane elements of life as well 

as the exciting bits. You built 

things, created stuff instead of 

shooting and smashing, devoting 

days to making your city the best 

and keeping its inhabitants happy. 

 Doom
1993 PC
Perhaps the biggest milestone  

in PC gaming, Doom pushed 

technology to the max with its  

3D worlds and super-fast play, also 

introducing network code for link-

up shooting battles. It was amazing. 

It still is. We’d happily play it today. 

We’re going to play it today. 

 Wolfenstein 3D
1992 PC
The game that really started 

our shooting lust, this defined 

the 3D blaster template. It also 

infuriated some with its blood 

and shocking WWII imagery, 

what with those Swastikas 

liberally dotted about the place. 

 Call Of Duty:  
Modern Warfare 2
2009 Xbox 360, PS3, PC
Your usual shooty thing until it 

turned nasty. The infamous ‘No 

Russian’ mission saw players 

take part in a civilian massacre 

at an airport. A grim episode in 

an otherwise sterling shooter. 

 GTA III
2001 PS2
The once top-down PC shooter 

exploded when it went 3D on 

PS2. Since then it’s been blamed 

for real-world murders and 

plenty of release day muggings, 

with politicians routinely hanging 

today’s societal woes upon it. 

 Bully
2006 PS2 
So controversial was Bully’s 

name that it was changed to 

Canis Cadem Edit (Dog Eat 

Dog) in the UK. The game was 

actually a tame teenager sim, 

with Saturday jobs, fairgrounds 

and ‘school lesson’ mini games.

Space Invaders
1978 Arcade
Without Space Invaders, 

where would we be today? 

Perhaps we’d all be outside 

fishing, or gathered around 

pianos singing songs about 

our forefathers for fun. We 

may never know. Space 

Invaders made obsessively 

playing games cool, and  

we’re still grateful for that. 

Elite
1984 BBC Micro
A work of genius akin to 

packing your entire wardrobe 

into an SAA overhead bin, 

Elite somehow managed to 

squeeze a believable galaxy 

full of planets, aliens and 

combat into the tiny memory 

of the computers of the early 

’80s. An epic space sim that 

still influences games today. 

INFLUENTIAL
The brave few games that took risks – making waves that still slosh about today 

SOCIETY 
WRECKERS

These games all 
turned children into 
unhinged serial 
killers. Apparently…
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 International Karate+
1987 C64, ZX Spectrum, 
Amiga, Atari ST
For a while IK+ was the cream of 

fighting games. This was before 

the age of combo action, but there 

was innovation in the form of 

three-way bouts and backflips. 

The sound was good, too. 

 Super Punch-Out
1995 SNES 
A boxing game, but given a silly 

makeover to avoid offending people 

too much with graphic scenes of 

eye gashes. It was smarter than it 

looked, too, offering some clever 

defensive play and blocking tactics 

that meant the crazed button-

masher didn’t always win.

 Speedball 2:  
Brutal Deluxe
1990 Atari ST, Amiga
A 22nd-century version of 

handball, you say? Sounds rubbish. 

But the mix of violence, clever 

arenas and three-minute matches 

made it a real rush. And boy was it 

quick: after a bout of this, real life 

seemed to move in slow motion.

Street Fighter II
1991 Arcade
Redefined our thinking when 

it came to how many buttons 

a game should need. It had 

six – for six ways to punch 

and kick your opponent, 

while pulling back on the stick 

made your character block. 

Favourite character? Blanka. 

Always weirdy green 

electrocuting Blanka… 

Streets Of Rage 2
1992 Mega Drive 
Great scrolling beat-’em-ups 

such as Final Fight ruled the 

arcades, but Sega out-did 

them all with this. A Mega 

Drive exclusive, Streets of 

Rage 2 had great characters 

and stunning music. Although 

a bit on the easy side, it was 

still so much fun that it stood 

up to repeat play.  

PUNCHY
Big guns are fun, but don’t neglect the purer pleasure of taking out baddies with a well-aimed fist…
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 WipEout
1995 PlayStation 
The PSone was the first console 

to blend real music into games, 

with Leftfield and the Chemical 

Brothers contributing tracks to 

WipEout’s stonking soundtrack. 

Cracking game music only 

added to the mix.

 Delta
1987 C64 
Not a mere collection of chip 

tracks, but an epic, 20-minute 

orchestral classic that pulsated 

and pumped as you blasted 

through the fantastic 2D 

shooter. If only coders had the 

time to do that these days. Sigh. 

 Hotline Miami
2012 PC 
You’d expect vicious guitar riffs 

on a visceral slaughter game 

like this, not minimalist 

electronica, but M.O.O.N’s 

Hydrogen and Crystals are 

particularly good at ramping up 

the top-down, retro tension.

 GTA III: Vice City
2002 PS2 
The ’80s setting and famous 

in-car radio mechanic gave 

Rockstar a chance to indulge  

its wildest getting-on-a-bit 

musical fantasies, including 

legendary tunes from Blondie, 

Iron Maiden and Kate Bush. 

GAMES FOR THRONES SOUND
TRACKS

And forever more, 
there will be certain 
tracks that make 
your thumbs twitch
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 Super Stickman Golf
2011 iOS, Android 
A simple 2D golf game for mobiles, 

or so it begins. The courses soon 

turn into bizarre vertical mazes, 

challenging your knowledge of 

mathematics and physics more 

than your golf skills, with heaps of 

holes to play and all yours for the 

grand price of... nothing. 

 Canabalt
2009 iOS
One of the first examples of the 

‘endless runner’ genre that’s so 

popular on touchscreen devices, 

Canabalt doesn’t ask players to do 

anything more than jump at the 

right time. But its speed, style and 

lovely music combine to make it 

more than the sum of its parts. 

 Snake
1997 Nokia 
You played LA cop John W. Snake, 

seeing out his last few days before 

retirement… Not really. You were a 

snake. You wiggled around, chowing 

down on spritey treats but being 

careful not to munch your own 

body. It was the only mobile game 

for years, and we all loved it a bit.

Plague Inc
2012 iOS, Android 
A world-destruction sim, in 

which you try to infect all of 

humanity with a deadly virus, 

developing and evolving your 

strains before a cure is found. 

Charming, eh? But great fun 

and darkly amusing too. The 

necroa virus update makes it 

better still, adding zombies 

into the gruesome mix.

New Star Soccer
2012 iOS, Android
Unlike football management 

sims before it, this one centres 

on the progress of a single 

player – and actually requires 

hand-eye coordination. Start 

as a young buck in the lowest 

divisions before rising to 

international fame, picking up 

girlfriends, sponsors and gold 

chains along the way.

Even a busy professional can squeeze out some secret smartphone gaming
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BEST GAMES EVER

 Metal Gear Solid 2
2002 PS2 
The MGS series sparked a whole 

generation of stealthy games. It 

pioneered the concept of sneaking 

about, creating distractions and 

generally playing while holding 

your breath, lest a stray touchpad 

alerted one of the guards that you 

needed to silently dispatch.

 Alone In The Dark
1992 PC  
One of the earliest examples of the 

genre that we would soon come to 

know as ‘survival horror’, Alone In 

The Dark dumped you in a gloomy, 

Lovecraftian mansion to work out 

the mystery of its owner’s demise. 

Looks simple now; at the time it 

was impressively immersive.  

 Dead Space
2008 PC, PS3, Xbox 360 
The survival horror concept once 

again, only this time updated with 

a yet more realistic depiction of 

entrails, thanks to the power of 

Xbox 360 and PS3. A deeply 

ominous sci-fi setting, nerve-

shredding pace and terrifying 

creature design made it a huge hit. 

 Flower
2009 PS3 
A bonkers concept in which 

you play the wind. Controller 

movements direct the wind 

force, allowing you to blow 

flower petals around its sun-

drenched worlds. Mad, yes,  

but emotionally charged, too.  

 Little Computer 
People
1985 C64 
A precursor to the likes of The 

Sims, in which you carelessly 

toyed with the emotions of a 

little person who lived inside an 

8-bit doll’s house. Not really a 

game, but interesting anyway. 

 Pikmin
2002 Gamecube 
Had a Teletubbies-meets-

Lemmings vibe, with players 

controlling brightly coloured 

plant creatures that bounced 

about a leafy planet, being 

heartlessly sacrificed in order 

to collect spaceship parts.

 Papers, Please
2013 PC, Mac
One of the new wave of cerebral 

indie titles, you play the role of a 

struggling immigration officer 

deciding who may pass into the 

fictional nation of Arstotzka. 

Who knew an admin simulator 

could be quite so compelling?

Resident Evil
1996 PlayStation 
Really quite terrifying here 

and there, Resident Evil was 

the master of the sudden 

shock. Zombie dogs crashing 

through windows, that sort of 

thing. It was given a B-Movie 

feel thanks to the bizarre 

hammy dialogue, but that just 

made it all the more loveable. 

Until the nightmares came.

NERVE SHREDDING
Because turning off the lights and scaring yourself stupid is always great fun

TEMPLATE 
BREAKERS

Beat up the baddies 
and save the girl? 
Not these genre-
defying oddballs…

Silent Hill
1999 PlayStation
About as near to the X-Files 

as a video game ever got (the 

official X-Files games were 

rubbish), this diguised the 

limited PlayStation hardware 

by hiding nasties in fog and 

down dark corridors. It also 

used sound for atmosphere, 

with pained moans pervading 

its miserable locations. 
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MAKE. DO. UPGRADE.

p 92 p 94 p97 p98
BETA YOURSELF: SHOOTING DIY SUPER GEEK: 
WEBSITES STARGAZING MICROSCOPE TOY KITS
All you need to You’ve always Because life’s Ah, the joy of Lego 
know about wanted to shoot too short to pay and Meccano. 
building your own a circular still of for medical Why should kids 
online des-res the heavens. equipment. have all the fun?
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BETA 
YOURSELF WEBSITES

With your physical self close to perfection, it’s time to create 
a pristine digital you. Web designer Matt Isherwood reveals 
the tools you need to make a humdinger of a website

 

THE BASICS

Choose your weapon. Do you Upload your favourite photos 

want a site with fixed content, to Jux or use Flavors.me to 

a regularly updated feed or a aggregate existing web services.

simple personal landing page? 

Decide this first, as it’ll help you Dream bigger. Powerful, 

choose which service is going to customisable content 

be the most suitable for you. management systems such as 

 Drupal and ExpressionEngine are 

Create a hub. For small words, pictures or videos – blogs great for getting more creative. 

businesses or side projects that are best. You might already have But you will need to brush up on 

would suit a fixed-content heard of the big boys: Tumblr, coding and web servers first.   

approach, try Squarespace or Blogger and WordPress. All are 

Wix. Either will enable you to good starting points with huge Learn the lingo. The web can be 

create a professional-looking communities to tap up for advice. a scary world of acronyms and 

site with little fuss. sci-fi speak. But don’t despair – 

Get personal. If you’re looking to many consumer services cut the 

Get opinionated. For regularly build Brand You, a more image-led jargon and explain things in more 

updated content – whether site structure will work better. everyday language.

NEXT STEPS
Choose a name. Registering 

a personal domain name is a 

built-in option on most services, 

or you can do it yourself at a site 

such as afrihost.com.

Get Google-friendly. Search 

Engine Optimisation (SEO) is 

key to getting yourself noticed. 

Start by making sure your site 

title and description clearly 

explain what it’s about.  

Build digital shelves. Looking 

to sell things through your site? 

Bolt on an online shop. Platforms 

such as Shopify, Big Cartel and 

Magento make this easy and 

can integrate with social media.
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LEVEL
UP WITH...

DESIGN EXERCISES HANDY TOOLS
Test your palette. Don’t know 

colour theory? Sticking with 

blacks, whites and greys, with 

a bright accent colour used 

sparingly, will avoid your site 

looking a bit ’90s MySpace.

Garnish with photos. Use 

free photos from Wikimedia or 

Flickr’s Creative Commons hub 

to enliven your site. But be sure 

to credit the photographer and 

check the copyright terms.

Meet your type. Free typefaces 

are plentiful these days. Try 

Google’s free fonts or Adobe’s 

paid-for Typekit. But don’t use 

more than two on your site.

Take a test drive. Go to 

usabilityhub.com and try out 

other people’s web designs – 

great for seeing what works. 

You’ll also earn ‘karma’ you can 

use to get tests on your site.

Crack the code. Code 

Academy’s web fundamentals 

course starts with the basics 

and will have you building 

a website within a week.

Make an inspection. In Firefox 

or Chrome, find a web page you 

like and right-click to ‘inspect 

element’. You’ll see the HTML 

(the structure) and CSS (the 

styling) it’s been created with. 

Pixlr. For a free but powerful 

alternative to Photoshop, head 

to pixlr.com – you can use it to 

crop, alter and resize images.

IconFinder. A great website 

for getting hold of icon sets and 

images, which can add a nice 

finishing touch to your website. 

Especially good if what you’re 

doing isn’t very photographic.

Google. What’s great about 

the web-building community 

is that so much knowledge is 

available for free. If you’re having 

a problem, so will someone else 

– and they’ll probably have 

written a blog or forum post on it.

WEBSITE
STACK OVERFLOW
stackoverflow.com
This is where the 
programmers and 
developers of the web 
hang out – which makes 
it the place to post your 
question if you’re stuck 
on a problem and want 
expert help. The depth 
of knowledge here is 
massive, so be sure to 
check through previous 
answers first or risk 
being on the wrong end 
of a geek put-down.

BOOK
DON’T MAKE ME 
THINK BY STEVE 
KRUG
R470 / takealot.com
If you want people to 
actually use your website, 
you can’t afford not to 
know the contents of 
this easy-to-read book. 
The examples may look 
a bit dated now, but the 
theory is absolutely solid 
and forms the base 
principles of how any 
modern self-respecting 
website is built.

COURSE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
from $10 (R110) / 
generalassemb.ly
The wonder of the 
internet is that you don’t 
need to be in New York to 
study there. General 
Assembly has a large 
selection of online video 
(archived and live-
streamed) lectures that, 
for a small fee, will let you 
polish or add skills to your 
mastery of the arcane art 
that is the internet. It’s like 
going to school, but the 
files are in your computer. 
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5 NEW YEAR PROJECTS
Th e beginning of the year is when you have some good ideas. And you’ve got 
no money. Beat the New Year blues with one of these geek projects – they’re 
guaranteed to give you a new lease of life
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1 SHOOT A STAR TRAIL
Warm clear nights are great for taking � You’ll need a fully charged � Take a test shot if you want 

multiple-exposure shots of celestial camera, a steady tripod and to check foreground details 

bodies. Th at and rumpy pumpy a clear night. Check a site and silhouettes. Also locate 

such as accuweather.com for Sigma Octantis, if you want 

cloud cover, and avoid heavy circular trails or to get the stars 

light pollution or a full moon. moving in a certain path across 

A remote shutter release – the frame.

whether wired or wireless 

– is also a good idea. � Take a set of 30-second 

exposures until you’ve got at 

� Set your camera up on the least 100, then use software 

tripod with a wide aperture such as Image Stacker (R190, 

and ensure it’s focused to tawbaware.com) to merge all 

infi nity. You’ll probably need the shots into one. Or, if you’re 

around ISO 1600 unless you’ve feeling brave, import them all 

got a particularly wide aperture as Photoshop layers and 

available (f1.8 or lower). experiment with blending.
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2 3

UPGRADE YOUR BRAIN UNLOCK YOUR 
You’re already pretty smart – you’re MUSICAL 
reading Stuff , after all. But these web 
tools will free up extra mind-RAM GENIUS

So you can nail a note-perfect Happy 
PLAY A MEDITATIVE Birthday on the glass harp… Now 

PUZZLER take your skills to the next level

Brain-training games can feel 

like school lessons, but Strata 

(from R33, iOS/Android) teases 

your grey matter with more 

subtlety. Weaving ribbons to 

the sound of piano feedback 

might not sound much like fun, 

but trust us – no other game is 

so beautifully infuriating.

GET LOCATION-
BASED REMINDERS
The Any.do app (Free, iOS/

Android) lets you make PLAY WITH YOUR MUSIC
location-based alarms for your 

to-do list. Need to collect that If your musical heroes are more Brian Eno 

Game Of Thrones cosplay than Brian Molko, sign up for this free online 

outfit on the way home from audio engineering course. Designed by the 

work? Set a reminder to go off Peer 2 Peer University, MIT’s Media Lab and 

as you leave the office and your New York University, it lasts for six weeks, 

phone’s GPS will do the rest. puts you into a group of 30-40 ‘cohorts’ and 

shows you how to mix songs using software 

from Soundation.com. Best get a shift on 

RECOVER FROM though – the next course starts on Jan 15.   

BROWSER CRASHES Free / playwithyourmusic.org

Browsers love nothing more 

than imploding just as you’ve 

finished a thesis-length online 

form. Install the Lazarus: Form 

Recovery extension (for Firefox 

and Chrome) and it’ll keep a 

record of everything you’ve 

typed so you can paste it back in.  

BOOST YOUR 
CONCENTRATION   
Working can be hard with the 

internet in your peripheral vision, ON THE MUSIC PATH 
waving its arms like a crazed 

Grumpy Cat. Get it under control There’s learning guitar from YouTube videos, 

with the free Chrome extension and then there’s getting a masterclass from 

StayFocusd, which lets you set this plush app. It serves up hour-long lessons 

time limits for using addictive (from R200 each) from virtuosos including 

sites before blocking them. Richard Thompson, using a split-screen view 

to show both of the guitarist’s hands weaving 

their folk, bluegrass and fingerstyle magic. 

Shredders should look elsewhere, though – 

there’s no Metallica masterclass yet. Shame.

Free / iOS
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More fun than 
making those 
IKEA shelves

...OR 
BUILD 
THESE

4 5

BIGSHOT 
CAMERA 

LITTLE BITS 
SYNTH KIT 

Laser pointers are the jetski of tech: only used by idiots 
and really annoying. So rip one to bits and nab its precious 
lens to make a smartphone-powered microscope instead

MAKE A CAMPHONE MICROSCOPE

Brush up on optics, 

electromagnetism, 

and mechanics 

by making this 

handcrank-powered 

digi cam. Then 

discover that you 

still can’t take a 

photo without 

leaving your finger 

over the lens.

R980 (import) / 

bigshotcamera.com

Channel your Lego 

passion by building 

a Korg-style 

modular synth. 

This kit includes 

a filter, micro 

sequencer, delay, 

synth speaker and 

many other parts 

that’ll make for a 

‘fun-ducational’ 

Sunday project.

R1 800 / 

littlebits.cc

� And now, nano! Well, not quite 

nano. Line up your phone camera 

with your embedded laser focus 

lens, then use the wing nuts to 

bring whatever you’re trying to 

scope into focus: plants, food, 

coins, etc. Th is will drive your 

phone slightly mad, as it tries to 

focus through the powerful 

lens. Ha! Work up a sweat, 

phone! Once it gets it sharp, you 

can take beautiful stills, or even 

time-lapse videos (try the 

Lapse It app) of a leaf degrading 

or some such. Experiment! 

Th anks to, and full instructions 

at, Instructables: bit.ly/stfscope

� So, that rig then... Simple. Bit 

of wood for the base. Front two 

bolts hosting your focus tray 

(with wing nuts to raise and 

lower it). And a main platform 

on top, secured with nuts on 

to all three bolts, into which 

we embed the laser focus lens, 

and on to which we place the 

smartphone, with camera lens 

in line with the microscope lens.

� Tips for success: You can buy 

sheets of perspex on eBay. One 

A4 bit ought to be enough but 

they’re not expensive, so get 

two if you’re apt to be clumsy 

with the hacksaw. When you 

come to drill the hole for your 

lens, you’ll no doubt fi nd that 

its diameter is exactly between 

two bit sizes. Use a circular fi le 

to widen it, or carefully overlap 

some tape around the edges of 

your hole if it’s too big. Or, if 

you’re brave, Super Glue or resin.

Ingredients

3 x 10mm M6 bolts

5 x broad M6 washers 

11 x M6 nuts

2 x M6 wing nuts

1 x A4, 3mm perspex

1 x A4, 10mm hard wood 

Wet and dry paper, assorted

Drill, with wood and general bits

Hacksaw or, better, a jigsaw

A laser pointer/pen thingy

� Lens be having you! (Sorry.)

Hidden inside your laser pointer 

is the powerful lens that focuses 

the beam. You might fi nd you 

can just pull the thing to bits and 

unscrew the lens. Or you might 

have to rip it open using pliers. 

Th e latter is way more fun. 

� Build a rig? You don’t have to. 

You could tape the lens to your 

cameraphone, but things at the 

micro level get pretty wobbly. 

Better to build a stand, hmm?
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SUPER
GEEK TOY KITS

Peter Jenkinson from Toyology.tv tells us why the 
nation needs to stop obsessing over property prices 
and stock up on construction kits instead…

Humans like building things most of our days still spent in For us normal folk, though, joy. There are now fan clubs for 

almost as much as they the physical, atomic world, the those early sets were more about everything from brick-swapping 

love destroying them. tightening of a loose, non-digital having fun on drab Sundays than to brick-making, while the Lego 

There’s just something about rivet can spark parts of your reinventing neoclassicism. Like Cuusoo site for fan-designed sets 

having a box of building blocks brain that pixels can’t reach. early Lego, the emphasis was on is a major crowdsourcing success. 

and a free afternoon. Well, for Not that toy kits haven’t had experimentation rather than Of course, a proper collection 

some of us at least. Others are to evolve. After World War II, sets strict instructions. Of course, celebrates the full spectrum of 

said to have ‘grown out of it’, but such as Meccano’s Outfit No 2 Lego (from the Danish ‘leg godt’, construction kits. My cupboards 

they haven’t – they’ve just (below) inspired architects such meaning ‘to play well’) is now the bulge with everything from early 

forgotten how to enjoy one of as Lord Foster and Lord Rogers to toy-kit king, growing into a blocky Bayko sets to Hasbro’s new 

life’s simple pleasures. build skeletal icons including the demi-god that is currently the KRE-O Star Trek kit, and I’ve got 

In the digital world, toy kits Lloyd’s Building. When Meccano world’s biggest producer of tyres. my eye on the new DIY ‘Bigshot’ 

can seem old-fashioned, almost began struggling towards the From a little 15-minute tow camera. Yet for all the advances 

irrelevant. Why faff about with end of ’90s, Nobel Prize-winning truck to an epic two-hour and Mindstorms innovation, I still 

dumb coloured blocks when you chemist Sir Harry Kroto even Technic build, the act of opening live in hope that I’ll one day find 

can build a SimCity metropolis or claimed that its demise correlated the numbered bags and flipping the Lego Millennium Falcon 

a shiny new website? But with with that of British engineering. from page to page is a nostalgic (model 10179) in a clearance sale. 

RETRO 
CLASSIC 

JARGON MECCANO 
BUSTER OUTFIT NO 2

A vintage set that’s certain to maintain its 
� AFOL 

value, the No 2 offers satisfaction whether Adult Fans Of Lego. 
Often use their KFOL on shelf duty or liberated from its ’50s box. 

(Kid Fans Of Lego) as This set can be used to fashion a variety of 

an ongoing excuse for quaintly impressive models, ranging from a 
continuing purchases lawn mower to a propeller aeroplane; team it 
at the expense of with another numbered set or two and you’ll 
more compelling be able to build the ginomassive crane 
household items. pictured on the front of the manual. And said 

�
manual is itself a joyful glimpse into a simpler  STUDS

The raised part of age: “Meccano model-building is the most 

a Lego brick, also fascinating of all hobbies, because there is 

known as pods, always something new to be done…” 
bumps and nubs. from R400 / bidorbuy.co.za
Each one is equally 
painful under a bare 
foot, which is when 
kids usually learn 
their first expletives.

MODERN 
WONDER

� CHEESE SLOPE
A useful Lego piece 
(part number 50746) LEGO TECHNIC 
that is commonly MOBILE CRANE MK II 

used to add finer A minimum full-day build for even the 
detail to creations. deftest of digits, this is one of the most 
It has a 33° slope, one 

complex Lego kits you’ll see. The price tag stud and is two plates 
(or two-thirds of initially seems hefty, but not when you weigh 

a brick) high. up the features stacked inside. So, with a deep 

intake of breath, they are: extending outrigger 
� DIORAMA feet, a retractable winch that automatically 
Used to describe extends and raises the crane arm, five axles, 
the most epic of 

G
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steerable wheels and a detailed V8 motor 
construction toy with moving pistons. When built, the 
layouts. So scenes 

distance from base to fully extended crane of a monstrous scale 

R that’ll usually take tip is 77cm and the whole thing requires 

e
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over your entire 2600 pieces of over-the-top buildtasticness.
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garage space. R2 700 / yuppygadgets.co.za
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FURTHER 
TOY 
GEEKING 

� CITIZEN BRICK
Fancy adding a dash 
of personalisation to 
your Lego creation? 
This site has a selection 
of unusual parts and 
figurines (from police 
tape blocks to zombies 
and marines), and also 
gives you the option to 
have completely unique 
parts custom-made 
to your own design. 
Sadly, its Breaking 
Bad-inspired ‘Superlab 
playset’ has sold out. 
citizenbrick.com

� THE FREE 
UNIVERSAL 
CONSTRUCTION KIT
Got access to a 3D 
printer? Good. Want 
to mash up Lego with 
the likes of Duplo and 
K’nex? Course you do. 
This open-source pack 
of almost 80 adaptor 
bricks lets you do just 
that, giving that kit in 
the loft the chance 
of a new life in your 
latest Frankensteinian 
mega creation.   
bit.ly/freeunikit

FUTURE 
PROOF 

LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 

The first generation of Mindstorms was � POLLOCK’S TOY 
a bit of a flop which only excited the geekiest MUSEUM
section of the toy-kit crowd. But the EV3 is For a glimpse into the 

future, you must first 
another matter. It’s the most flawless toy take a step into the 
robot we’ve seen, with five builds (from past. This most splendid 
a snake to a humanoid) which can be of toy museums is 
controlled via the iOS and Android apps. The located smack in the 
snake-like build features infrared sensors centre of the Big Smoke 
that make it lurch forwards, the ‘Gripp3r’ has and packs in hundreds 
a claw arm strong enough to bust a block of of artefacts from all 

ice and the biped fires spheres with some countries and eras. 
A trip there would form 

ferocity. The programming app is a fine way an ideal centrepiece 
to grasp the basics of coding, and there’s a to a toy-themed 
fan forum offering another dozen builds. weekend away.
R4 200 / yuppygadgets.co.za pollockstoymuseum.com
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MAIL OF THE MONTH

Q THE AIR OR THE desktop still be a good option. I LET’S MAKE AN  do that actual w  

DINOSAUR – THE mainly use my desktop for Q someone to ork

  APP FOR THAT for you though. If you want an 

ETERNAL QUESTION videos, music and movies. I am a third year architecture app development operation, let 

I am planning to upgrade my old Simon student, but it is because of my us know.

dinosaur of a desktop PC and  If you’re using your second passion that I am writing 

now I’m stuck between a laptop A desktop mostly for media to you. Namely, photography. I 

and desktop place. I won’t mind consumption then the Macbook have identifi ed a common Q THE NEXUS OF 
having a laptop instead of a Air should be more than capable inconvenience that could be ALL WORLDS
desktop but I am looking for a of keeping up, with the added remedied by a well designed app. I’m thinking of getting a small 

laptop that can keep up with the benefit of being very light and I am comfortable and confi dent tablet. I already have an Android 

same power a desktop off ers. I portable. If, on the other hand, in my graphic design ability. My phone ( A Galaxy S4 that I won 

saw the the Macbook Air on the you’re looking to do some gaming query is this: how would you from my dad in a bet that, if  I won 

Vodacom site and I really like that on the side then it might be a recommend a person embark on an academic scholarship, I would 

laptop. Could that be the perfect better idea to explore some creating an app? Th is app get a new phone) so I thought I 

desktop replacement or will the more stationary options. specifi cally would be a location should get an iPad mini with Retina 

reporting app, much like Display or should I wait for the 

Foursquare. Would it be 2014 Nexus 7?

Q  IS THAT AN OFFICE IN that can come close enough to necessary to learn to code? Rayhaan 

YOUR POCKET OR… Word, Excel and PowerPoint? I Would I need servers to host Getting your hands on the 

As we all know, tablets are think many people are asking user accounts? Th ese are some A Nexus 7 will be a chore (for 

beginning to replace most this question and I hope that this of the questions I have, among now) and it will probably be an 

laptops for their portability and answer to this question helps others. Are there any other import-only device for the next 

tons of functions. It’s a safe bet most people deciding. signifi cant hurdles that you think few months at least, while the 

to sell your laptop and replacing it Johnnie I should be aware of? Th is app iPad mini is readily available. It 

with a spanking awesome tablet. First off, there’s no reason would initially be designed for really depends on what you want 

Th is is my plan: I want to replace A why you can’t have iOS. Are there any resources, to use the tablet for, if you’re 

my Dell Inspiron laptop with an Microsoft office on your tablet preferably free, that I could use to looking for apps and don’t mind a 

Android tablet. Android is my fi rst unless you’re really averse to educate myself? Also, could you little interoperability wrangling, 

choice, then iOS. Windows is not paying for it. Microsoft’s Office post advice targeted at those of the iPad mini is the way to go. If 

even on the list as I don’t like 365 has a tablet version available us aiming to create an app with a you’re going to be a little more 

Windows 8. One concern: I can’t on Google’s Play Store but there tiny or nonexistent budget. technical (and don’t mind 

have Microsoft Offi  ce on the are some subscription-less Tyler spending some time hunting 

tablet. As I don’t use my laptop options available as well. Google’s ode an  

v A It’s no mean feat to c  decent apps) and want to sync

ery much, only for Microsoft own Quickoffice is one, Open app. Nic Boerma, Stuff’s between the S4 and a tablet 

Word, Excel and PowerPoint Office has a mobile version managing editor, is busy trying it regularly, something from the 

every now and then, I think it’s (AndrOpen Office) and there’s himself. It depends on your Android lineup would be a better 

better to get a tablet. Do you also Kingsoft Office available. technical prowess and coding idea. Either way, let us know how 

know of any apps on Play Store ability. It might be easier to get it turns out.

Congratulations to our competition winner: 

WIN 
Jolene Jacobs who walked away with a 

Yamaha HTiB 3300 Surround Sound System worth R11 500.

Th e best letter wins a Samsung WIN 

DV150F valued at R1 500.
ME!

Th e Samsung DV150F makes it easier than ever to take creative self-portraits. With its beauty palette 

feature – the DV150F enables users to apply top-of-the range make-up looks, making picture taking 

more fun than ever before.  

Stuff  competition terms and conditions: 1 Promotions, giveaways and competitions are entered through a controlled SMS line. The cost per SMS is R1,50. Premium rates apply. Free SMSes do not apply. SMS lines open for Issue 43 2014 on 24 February 2014 and close 
on 21 March 2014. 2 The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence can be entered into. 3 Employees of Stuff Group and their families are not allowed to enter. Advertising and public relations representatives may not enter competitions in the issue in which their 
promotions, giveaways or competitions are carried. 4 Prizes are not exchangeable for cash and/or other products. Prizes are available while stocks last. It is at the discretion of Stuff Group and the custodian of the prizes to ensure that, should there be a problem with 
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HP Envy 6 Sleekbook
AMD Trinity processors power this Ultrabook alternative, making it cheaper and more 

battery-filled. The Envy 6 has a quality metal lid and rubberised base, 15.6in/39.6cm 

screen and its 4GB RAM boots the 500GB hard drive faster than a similar Intel Core i3.

R10�000
�����

Alienware M17x
At 4.26kg the M17x is only really portable in theory, but it’s carrying the good kind of 

weight – the kind that includes Radeon HD7970M graphics, an Intel Core i7 Ivy Bridge chip, 

and a precise 17in/43.2cm 1080p screen. The kind of weight that crushes modern games.

Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga 13
This 13.1in/33.3cm, 1600x900 touchscreen laptop hinges back on itself, turning a full-on  

Ultrabook into a full-sized tablet. A bit too hefty to be sexy, but you do get a Win 8  laptop 

with up to Core i7 innards. One issue: in tablet mode the keys rub your knees.

Asus Taichi 21 
You don’t need to be a travelling salesman to love the Taichi. This Win8 hybrid sticks 

a live tile-friendly touchscreen on top of a full laptop sporting Core i7 innards. You know 

how the saying goes: why settle for one 11.6in/28cm HD screen when you can have two?

Sony VAIO T13 
Sony laptop users brand loyalty is legendary and this full metal-bodied ultrabook builds on 

that reputation with a raft of power saving features such as the 13in/33cm LED screen, 

Intel’s top-of-the-line Core i7 CPU and a hybrid SSD drive for startup in under 5 seconds.

Apple MacBook Pro with Retina Display
Simply put, the 15/38.1cm is the best laptop (ever) thanks to power, portability and 

the best screen of any laptop we’ve seen. The 13in/33cm model has less grunt but is a 

tidier size. So why No.2? Because they’re both pricey, and in real life we’d go for the Air.

Apple MacBook Air 13in/33cm (2013)
The Air has had its annual spruce up, which means our favourite old laptop is 

now our favourite new laptop. So what’s changed? Nothing on the outside, but a 

whole lot of lovely stuff on the inside. For starters, it gets one of Intel’s new Haswell 

chips (i5 or i7), plus HD5000 graphics and improvements to RAM and SSD speeds. 

Couple that with its new 802.11ac Wi-Fi and you have one super-fast laptop. And 

somehow, despite all that power, it now has a 12-hour battery to boot. Crazily good.

BEST FOR
EVERYTHING 
BAR THE PRICE

BEST FOR
SERIOUS 
GAMERS

STUFF SAYS
The 2013 Air is powerful, 
fast, sexy and has bags of 
stamina. If it was any better, 
we’d think we were dreaming
from R12 500 �����  

R12 000
�����

from
R23 000
�����

R12 500
�����

from
R21 500
�����

R16 000
�����
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Samsung Series 7 Chronos
More of a Win 8 than Mac type? This brushed-aluminium MacBook Pro alternative has 

plenty of power (Core i7 brain, AMD Radeon HD6750M graphics), a 15.6in/39.6cm full HD 

screen and a 6hr battery. It’s not the most portable at 2.4kg, but we can live with that.

from 
R15 000
�����

R14 000
�����

Acer Aspire S7
The Aspire S7 is almost the perfect Ultrabook – it matches the MacBook Air for weight, 

beats it for slimness by 6mm, and has a gorgeous 1920x1080 touch-friendly screen. 

Only its battery, which lasted a mere 5hrs on test, prevents it getting that fifth star.

R16�000
�����

Samsung Series 7 Ultra
Despite ourselves, we bloody love the MacBook Air. Even when there are perfectly 

good Windows 8 rivals, such as this new Series 7 Ultra. It has an i5 chip (albeit last 

generation), but also a gorgeous 1080p touchscreen and a discrete graphics card.  

BEST FOR
TOUCHY-FEELY 
WINDOWS 8

102 LAPTOPS
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Introducing

The world’s most elegant physical activity tracker

SHINE

Walk, cycle, swim or sleep - SHINE tracks your activity levels.

SHINE is an elegant activity tracker that you can wear anywhere.

We designed SHINE to inspire people to become more active, and encourage people to set goals for how 
much they want to move in a day and complete them.

An app to match.

Effortless sync.
Just place Shine on the screen.

Activity Meter.
Check your activity meter and see stats like steps, calories and distance.

Highlights Panel.
See highlights of your day including 
activities, sleep, milestones and more.

Set your goal.
Use points to easily measure your walking, running, swimming and cycling.

Watch yourself improve.
See an overview of your week and see how you compare over time.

sports band claspAccessorize!

Available at these leading retailers:
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Samsung Galaxy Note 3
Verily, ’tis indicative of the age in which we live, when a supercharged superphone gets 

five glowing stars, but only makes No6. By Crumbles, though, it’s good. Blistering 

processor, 5.7in/14.5cm screen and stylus smarts. It’s the best gigantophone there is. 

Sony Xperia Z1
Like an otter, the Z1 is sleek, powerful and waterproof. Unlike an otter, it’s only 

waterproof to 1.5m. Like an otter, it’s a quick mover, with a fast processor and 

reasonably quick Android build. Unlike an otter, the Z1 is good at taking pictures.

BEST FOR
SNORKELLERS

R10 000
�����

R9� 000 
�����

BEST FOR
SAUSAGE 
FINGERS

Nintendo Wii U
Nintendo’s Wii U console is 
the HD version the Japanese 
company’s Wii unit, though 
with a few differences. A 
touchscreen gamepad adds 
some gameplay innovation 
potential and then there’s the 
whole Mario in HD thing it has 
going for it. 
�����

Microsoft Xbox One
The new Xbox aims for the 
stars and if it falls short on 
occasion it should be applauded 
for trying. Next-gen games run 
beautifully – albeit in 720p, in 
some cases – and it’s packed 
with tricks such as Kinect voice 
control. Once the minor UI flaws 
are fixed it’ll gain that 5th star. 
�����

Sony PlayStation 4
Like the Xbox, the PS4 isn’t 
yet the finished article – 
particularly when it comes to 
media streaming. But right now 
it’s the better choice for 
gaming, with full 1080p on offer, 
a vastly improved controller and  
remote streaming to PS Vita. 
All that and it’s cheaper too.
�����

Nvidia Shield
Like an Xbox controller with a 
5in screen stuck to it, this 
Android console is (just about) 
portable enough to play on the 
bus. As well as having access to 
hundreds of games via Google 
Play, the Shield can stream full 
PC titles from your PC – which, 
let’s face it, is pretty damn cool.
�����

IN CASE 
YOU 

MISSED...
GAMES 

CONSOLES

LG G2
No, your eyes aren’t deceiving you: that really is an LG smartphone atop this most 

prestigious of lists. And deservedly so – the G2 is the best phone we’ve ever used. 

Its 5.2in/13.2cm, 1080p screen is razor sharp, with superb viewing angles and inky 

blacks; its quad-core Snapdragon 800 processor handles demanding tasks with 

nonchalent ease; its 13MP camera takes amazing photos… All that, and its battery 

just keeps on going. How did they do it? No idea. But we’re very glad that they did.

STUFF SAYS
Samsung! HTC! Sony! Your 
boys just took one hell of 
a beating… Because the LG 
G2 is the best phone ever 
R8 000 �����
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Sony Xperia Z1 Compact
Take a high-end smartphone, shrink it by a couple of inches and, surprisingly, don’t 

remove any of the impressive components and you have Sony’s Xperia Z1 Compact. 

A smaller display, resolution and battery are the only concessions.

BlackBerry Q10
The Q10 is the BlackBerry the qwerty faithful have been waiting for. Its combination 

of great little screen, lovely big keyboard and lots of grunt makes it a productivity 

powerhouse. The Q5 is cheaper but also plasticky and underpowered.

Apple iPhone 5s
A curious blend of tried-and-tested – 4in/10.2cm screen, design, huge cost – with 

new-and-exciting features like a 64-bit processor, fingerprint-sensing home button 

and iOS 7. What it adds up to is an easy purchase for most… but we’re ready for iPhone 6.

Samsung Galaxy S4
The S4 is like a deep-filled sandwich of tech: a 5in/12.7cm 1080p screen, 13MP camera, 

4G and quick quad-core processor. It lacks the premium build quality of the G2 and One, 

but if you crave upgradeable storage or a replaceable battery, your search ends here.

HTC One
The HTC’s reign at the head of this Top 10 is over, but that doesn’t make it a bad phone. 

In fact, some may still prefer the charms of its gorgeous aluminium body, low-light-

tastic ‘Ultrapixel’ camera and smaller 4.7in/11.9cm screen. Not us – but it’s a close thing.

Nokia Lumia 1020
Finally, a cameraphone worthy of the name. The WP8-running 1020 takes superb 38MP 

snaps helped by such treats as optical stabilisation and a xenon flash. Or it can scale 

them down to 5MP and cram in more detail. But as a phone, it’s good rather than great.

Huawei Ascend P6
Featuring a custom Huawei quad-core chip and laying claim to the title of world’s 

thinnest smartphone, the Ascend P6 is an improvement on the lower-specced P1 in 

every department. The  5MP front camera just seals the deal. 

BEST FOR
APPLE FANS

R8 000 
�����

R7 000
�����

R7 800 
�����

from
R10 000
�����

R10 400
�����

RTBA
�����

BEST FOR
UNDERWATER 
SPELUNKING

BEST FOR
PREMIUM 
DESIGN

BEST FOR
FEATURE
FANS

BEST FOR
CAMERA 
OBSESSIVES

BEST FOR
WORKAHOLICS

R5 000
�����

HOT

BUY





106 TABLETS

R9 000
�����

BEST FOR
BATH-BASED 
TABLET FUN

BEST FOR
MOVIE-FIEND 
ANDROID FANS

from 
R3 300   
�����

BEST FOR
ON-THE-GO 
BUSINESS

Amazon Kindle Fire HD
Forgetting that big bezel, the Fire HD’s 7in, 1280x800 screen packs a punch. It’s also 

fast and has great speakers, making it a great tablet for films, ebooks and media 

consumption, so long as you don’t mind the lack of apps and closed Amazon ecosystem.

BEST FOR
VALUE AND 
PERFORMANCE

Apple iPad Air
The more things change, the more they stay the same. As the addition of the ‘Air’ 

moniker implies, the iPad’s been slimmed down on the outside and beefed up on 

the inside, while retaining all the other goodies that made previous versions great. 

So it now rocks the 64-bit A7 chip and M7 motion coprocessor that debuted with 

the iPhone 5s, while keeping the gorgeous screen, quality build and abundance of 

tablet-optimised apps that first won our hearts.

STUFF SAYS
Now thinner, lighter and 
more powerful than ever, 
the iPad Air is a beautiful 
sliver of gadget heaven 
from R6 000 �����

R9 000
�����

from 
R3 200 
�����

from 
R5 000 
�����

from 
R7 500 
�����

R6 500 
�����

from 
R3 000 
�����

from 
R15 000  
�����
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BEST FOR
DESKTOP 
VERSATILITY

1

Sony Xperia Tablet Z
Sony just refuses to play by the rules. Stretching its stylish Xperia Z smartphone out 

to 10in should have made it thicker, but it hasn’t; less crisply screened, but it isn’t; and 

not waterproof, but it is. The price for this extreme engineering, however, is high.   

Lenovo ThinkPad Tablet 2
You’re a high flyer. You have work to do and neither iOS or Android has the oomph. You 

need the Windows 8 Pro-running Tablet 2. It lasts all day, is powerful enough for full-fat 

desktop software and with the keyboard dock it’s an ultraportable laptop.

Asus Transformer Pad Infinity
The Infinity’s getting a little long in the tooth now (one year old!), so news that an 

update will be along soon is welcome. And what an update it promises to be: its screen 

will be a Retina-beating 2560x1600 effort, its innards will be forged from Tegra 4.

Google Nexus 10
We used to be bowled over by the Nexus 10’s 300ppi screen, but now its little brother 

has overtaken it. That said, if you’ve got productivity on your mind, a bigger screen 

always wins. With decent power and good battery life, it’s still a classy iPad rival.

Asus FonePad
Where once the FonePad was more costly than a Nexus 7, it now costs the same and 

still has Intel innards, 3G and a microSD slot. But, sad news: the Nexus 7 has grown up 

into a 1080p screen, leaving this other Asus-made tablet looking positively archaic.

Google Nexus 7
It’s a triumphant return for the Nexus 7, having popped out for a refit. And not just 

a nail polish and fringe trim; it now has a 323 pixel-per-inch 1080p screen – a tablet 

first. It’s still light and powerful, and only a little more money than the old version. Win.

Microsoft Surface Pro
Despite our sniffy review of the Surface RT, we liked its style. The Pro is hewn from 

the same clay, but with more powerful gizzards and ‘proper’ Win 8. Its poor battery life 

has been addressed for the new Pro 2, with a fast and efficient Haswell chip inside.

BEST FOR
CREATIVITY 
ON THE MOVE

Apple iPad Mini With Retina Display
After a nip and a tuck, Apple’s baby tab has emerged with a youthful-looking 2048x1536 

screen. The flawless build quality, creativity-friendly 7.9in/20cm form and oodles of 

tablet-optimised apps remain; only a few colour inaccuracies keep it behind the Air.

HOT

BUY

NEW

PLUG INTO STUFF’S 
SOCIAL NETWORK
 twitter.com/stuffsa



BEST FOR
3D MOVIES 
WITH FRIENDS

BEST FOR
SPECS-FREE 
3D VIEWING

BEST FOR
FEASTING ON 
SMART TV

TVs 107

Sony 40EX650
Featuring Sony’s top-end X-Reality image engine this edge-lit LED panel outclasses 

sets costing much more. There’s no 3D but this smart TV holds the sweet spot for 

pairing great picture quality with smart connectivity.

LG 47LM8600
The strong picture quality and no-fuss, passive 3D are matched by great styling, minimal 

brushed metal finishes and an “almost gone” 5mm bezel. Wifi and LAN, 4 pairs of 

glasses, dual fiull screen gaming, Magic remote and Smart dash come standard.

Samsung UA55ES6200R
The 3D upscaler and HyperReal image processing engine now have more horsepower to 

produce a better picture, it has both wifi and wired LAN and there’s 3D glasses thrown in. 

A quality buy at the price.

LG 42LM6610
Surprisingly for this price range LG has cut no corners. Picture quality is welll above 

average then there’s LG’s passive Cinema 3D, smart dashboard for downloading apps 

and wired and wireless networking and a bevy of HDMI and USB ports.

Sony KDL-46HX750
While not the very latest incarnation, outperforms most other sets in this class. It’s a 

safe buy; there’s wifi and wired LAN, no corners cut and with the superb build quality 

you’ll get great performance for the longer term. Great price, but no 3D glasses.

LG 47LM9600
With seven pairs of 3D specs in the box – two of which allow for full-screen gaming – 

this passive 3D TV is great for social occasions. It’s just been updated with the Game 

World portal, featuring 2D and 3D games – some playable with LG’s Magic Remote.

Samsung UA55ES8000R
Samsung’s stunning 8000-series 55in/140cm LED TV range is available in four models, 

46- through 65-inch (117 to 165cm) and all are excellent. As well as great 2D and 3D the 

Smart dashboard can be controlled through voice or gesture. Pricey, but superb picture.

Sony KDL-55W904A
Sony’s screen is almost certainly one of, if not the, best-looking TVs on this list. 

Unfortunately while the KDL’s screen excels in some areas it has to give some ground 

when the picture is dark to get it.  

Samsung UA55F8000
Samsung’s UA55F8000 is, or rather was, the best on our list. More smart features than 

you can shake a remote at, some clever controls and a picture to die for. Pity it’s been 

bumped down the list

LG 55LA8600
We have a new top dog on the pile with LG’s 55LA8600. Why? LG’s 3D-capable 

screen ships with six pairs of passive 3D glasses, brilliant HD, contrast is great and 

then there is the matter of LG’s presentation. It doesn’t have quite as many smart 

features as Samsung’s equivalents but there is NFC and smartphone mirroring to 

keep you busy. Also, a near-invisible bezel. 

STUFF SAYS
Would it be wrong to 
call LG’s 55LA8600 
a marvel of passive 
aggressive television?
R24 000 �����  

R20 000
�����

R17 000
�����

R40 000
�����

R32 000
�����

R30 000
�����

R12 000
�����
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�����
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STUFF 
PICK 
NEW 

BLU-RAY

1

Man Of Steel
There’s a refreshing focus on 
Superman as an alien. But this 
is severely overpowered by 
smash-fests in which (yawn)
indestructible beings beat the 
CGI out of each other for a 
third of the running time. It’s 
also relentlessly shaky, or 
‘realistic’. Is it a bird? Is it 
a plane? No, that’s nausea.
�����

The Wolverine
The angriest, sideburniest 
X-Man goes to Japan, where 
he promptly loses his powers.  
Then – hooray! – he gets them 
back, which means he can 
fight ninjas and a gigantic 
adamantium samurai. It’s a 
daft resolution to a rather good 
premise, which makes it a lot 
sharper than Origins.
�����

Pain & Gain
Michael Bay tackles a ‘true 
story’, injecting his usual blend 
of stylised, attention-deficit 
action into real events in which 
bodybuilders Mark Wahlberg, 
Dwayne Johnson and Anthony 
Mackie get all caught up in 
some kidnapping and murder. 
And he reckons it’s a comedy. 
Yeah, it’s a barrel of laughs.
�����

Only God Forgives
The Drive team of Ryan Gosling 
and Nicholas Winding Refn 
reteam in Bangkok. A drug 
smuggler searches for those 
responsible for his brother’s 
murder. Then his mother joins 
in, and they’re pursued by the 
Angel of Vengeance. It’s glacial, 
violent and bizarre: you’ll see 
nothing like it this year.
�����

HOT

BUY



BEST FOR
BUDGET 
BUYERS

Canon PowerShot S120
Replacing the S110, the S120 is a compact camera for DSLR users on their days off. Its 

12.1MP stills, low-light prowess and useful long-exposure modes are welcome, while 

its slightly laggy lens-ring control and hit-and-miss Wi-Fi features take the shine off.

NEW

Pebble
A crisp mono e-ink display 
and customisable faces make 
it a great timepiece, but the 
real fun starts when you sync 
with your smartphone for 
notifications and apps. The 
combination of new dev kit 
and iOS 7 compatability means 
more apps are imminent.
�����

Parrot AR.Drone 2.0
The second-generation of this 
app-controlled quadricopter 
boasts a 720p camera, easier 
control and – best of all – the 
ability to do flips. You don’t 
need one, but you’ll want one. 
A recent price drop means 
there’s enough for a spare 
battery too. 
�����

Fitbit Flex
The Flex delivers all of Fitbit’s 
activity-tracking smarts, but in 
a form factor that’s less fiddly 
than its belt-clip counterparts. 
It’s packed with Bluetooth, NFC, 
vibratomotor and a display. 
America already has the new 
Force band, with a proper 
display. Here soon.
�����

Sennheiser X 320
These gaming cans – with a 
noise-cancelling mic, bass 
boost and controls for in-game 
and voice channels – are aimed 
at Xbox 360 users. Not of the 
Xbox persuasion? Look out 
for the U 320s, which will 
play nicely with your PS3, 
PC and Mac.
�����

IN CASE 
YOU 

MISSED...
GEEK 

ACCESSORIES

Canon IXUS 125 HS
A surprisingly powerful camera given its tiny dimensions, the IXUS 125 HS has stripped-

back controls, 5x optical zoom and no fewer than 58 different settings in auto mode. 

It’s not one for enthusiasts, then, but neither does it compromise on image quality. 

Canon PowerShot G15
Looking for a compact(ish) camera with pro flourishes such as optical viewfinder, 

external flash, filter ring and manual controls? The G15 will do you proud. You’ll also 

get crisp, clean photos with accurate colours, plus a nippy AF and a tank-like build. 

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ200
If you want a superzoom cam, the Lumix FZ200 wipes the floor with its rival snoopy 

snappers. A small and solid build is coupled with a 24x optical zoom, an excellent auto 

mode and spot on exposure abilities. The downside is the video, which is a mixed bag.

Nikon Coolpix AW110 
With a metallic body, sturdy locking mechanism and optional camo finish, our new 

favourite tough cam has got that whole military chic thing nailed. Its army – geddit? – of 

features include excellent 16MP stills, 1080p@30fps video and glove-friendly controls.

Samsung Galaxy Camera
The new king of snap-sharing has a 4.8in/12cm screen, Android 4.1, auto Dropbox 

uploads and loads of filter and editing apps. Its 16.3MP images aren’t the best, but it’s a 

sexy slice of the future and updates bring new scene modes including ‘food’. Yes, food. 

Fujifilm FinePix X100S
Fujifilm’s souped-up its fixed lens retro shooter, with faster focusing and a big APS-C 

sensor. It’s not all new though, keeping the 35mm-equivalent f/2 lens and hybrid 

viewfinder that we loved from the X100. An alternative finish would be nice, mind you.

Sony DSC-RX100
The 20MP RX100 is just what we’re looking for in an advanced compact. Genuinely 

pocketable with a huge 1in sensor and customisable lens ring, it takes natural, 

well-balanced images and is able to shoot silky 1080p@50fps video. Top notch.

Fujifilm X20
The X20 isn’t all retro looks and no trousers. It excels in Advanced Auto mode and has 

manual controls and RAW shooting for creative days. The optical viewfinder, though 

small, is linked to the 4x zoom and frames well. All this, and it looks damn cool. 

Sony DSC-HX50
In the blink of an eye in which Fujifilm elected to update its Top 10-topping X10, 

the HX50 jumped in its seat and declared itself king of the castle. And, despite 

protestations from the lowly rascal X20 below, the Sony’s position is justified. Its 

20.4MP CMOS sensor and 24-270mm (35mm equiv.) lens combine to produce 

awesome images in a wide range of situations. There’s also a hot shoe for a flash 

or an electronic viewfinder, so its lack of RAW shooting is its only real flaw.

BEST FOR
ADVENTUROUS 
SNAPPERS

BEST FOR
DSLR PICS IN 
A SMALL BODY

BEST FOR
AT-A-DISTANCE 
SHOOTING

STUFF SAYS
Unassuming looks hide 
an amazingly capable 
camera to suit beginners 
or burgeoning Bailey-ettes 
R3�650 �����

R2000
�����

R5500
�����

R6�700
�����
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�����

R5400
�����
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�����
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�����
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BEST FOR
ON-THE-GO 
IMAGE SHARING

108 COMPACT CAMERAS

HOT

BUY



BEST FOR
SHOOTING 
LIKE THE PROS

SLRs, ETC 109

PLUG INTO STUFF’S 
SOCIAL NETWORK
 facebook.com/stuffsa

Sony SLT-A77
This Sony is super-capable, with continuous shooting speeds of up to 12fps, a 24MP 

sensor, rugged body and an absolutely stunning electronic viewfinder. Despite the A77’s 

SLR-ish looks, it has to make do with a digital eye viewfinder rather than an optical one.

Canon EOS 60D
The Canon 60D is a DSLR aimed at the serious amateur: a ruggedly built, feature-stuffed 

snapper with full 1080p video. The newly announced 70D adds a new 20.2MP sensor, 

Wi-Fi and a touchscreen, plus a new autofocus system for video. Review soon.

Sony NEX-7
Sony’s discontinuing its NEX line and rebranding all its cams under the Alpha moniker. The 

first fruits of this particularly fecund tree are the full-frame A7 and A7r; we’ll have a review 

of the A7 next month. The NEX-7’s still available for now, and remains a top snapper.

Canon EOS M
Canon’s turned up fashionably late to the mirrorless interchangeable-lens party - but 

superbly dressed. The M is like a small EOS 650D, easy to operate, with an 18MP APS-C 

hybrid CMOS sensor, DIGIC 5 processing, a fast shutter and ISO extendable to 25600.

Canon EOS 6D
Canon’s cheapest ever full-framer is an awesome little SLR with a few clever tricks up its 

lens. As well as its all-new 20.2MP sensor, it boasts a GPS receiver for geotagging your 

pics and Wi-Fi for direct uploading or remote control from an iPhone or Android device.

Nikon D5100
Improvements over our old favourite the D5000 are a vari-angle screen that’s 

grown to 3in, 1080p video recording and a 16.2MP chip sensitive up to ISO 6400. 

Its sensor is amazing in low light, serving up punchy stills and hi-def video.

Nikon D600
Pro power has never come at such a reasonable price. A full-frame 24.3MP sensor 

combines with accurate 39-point autofocus for stunning results. Dual SD card slots, 

built-in flash and 5.5fps shooting speed complete a seriously powerful proposition.

Olympus OM-D E-M5
The superb EM-5 has been at No1 for more than a year now, but its time at the 

top could soon be over. Why? Because Olympus has announced its successor, 

the E-M1. In truth the EM-1 is less ‘successor’ and more ‘new flagship in the 

OM-D range’, because it’s a relatively different beast to the E-M5: it brings a new 

16.3MP sensor, new ‘Dual Fast’ autofocus system, new electronic viewfinder and 

Wi-Fi. Oh, and a hefty price tag. So maybe the E-M5 is still a better bet after all.

BEST FOR
ALL-ROUND 
VALUE

STUFF SAYS
The best compact system 
camera so far, boasting 
super-fast autofocus and 
great advanced features
R16 �000 �����
(w/12-50mm lens)

R23 �000
(body only) 
�����
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(body only) 
�����
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�����
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�����
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�����
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Canon EOS 650D
Our favourite DSLR has a hybrid 18MP sensor that enables continuous autofocus during 

video recording, a responsive touchscreen and 5fps burst shooting. Its replacement 

the 700D brings a few minor upgrades to the party and is only a little more expensive.

Sony Alpha a7
The smallest and lightest of all compact system cams crams in a full-frame sensor that 

pumps out 24.3MP pics. Image quality is stunning and it’s great at high ISO, but it feels 

unbalanced with the bigger full-frame lenses, and the autofocus struggles in low light.

BEST FOR
FULL FRAME 
FETISHISTS

NEW

HOT

BUY



BEST FOR
RETRO FUN 

BEST FOR
SIT-DOWN 
KICKYBALL

FIFA 14 PS4
The next-gen edition of FIFA 14 is, perhaps unsurprisingly, better than the PS3/Xbox 

360 version and so it leaps a couple of places up the games table. Players and crowd 

are more realistically presented, and there are improvements in gameplay and flow.

Resogun PS4
‘The best things in life are free.’ Hmm, mildly disagree. Resogun is ostensibly free, but 

only if you take up a PlayStation Plus subs, for R530/year. You probably were anyway, 

and if so you’ll get this retro, beatifully designed space shooter for free. Kind of. 

Grand Theft Auto V Xbox 360
Rockstar Games releases titles slowly but, like your average tsunami, you will 

know when it hits. Grand Theft Auto V is a cerebral shotgun blast of a game worthy 

of carrying on the series’ mantle. The story, the sandbox and the sick-leave Stuff 

has put in just to play more of it… not to mention how good it makes current-gen 

consoles look. 

STUFF SAYS
GTA V’s trio of criminals 
have set a new bar in the 
world of gaming
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110 GAMES

Pikmin 3 Wii U
Only Nintendo can merge real-time strategy and cute flower people and get away 

without sap all over its face. As diminutive crash-landed astronauts, you must use 

your plant-based planetary Pikmin allies to find food. By turns, puzzling and delightful.

Batman: Arkham Origins PC/PS3/Xbox 360/Wii U
The third game in the Arkham series sees the caped crusader go back to the beginning 

for a not-so-merry Christmas in Gotham. New multiplayer mode and new gadgets 

freshen things up, but otherwise it’s more of the same. For once that’s no bad thing.

Assassin’s Creed IV: Black Flag PC/PS3/PS4/Xbox 360/Xbox One/Wii U
Shiver our timbers. It’s time to get murderous on the high seas of the Carribean and 

even do a spot of diving for treasure. The pirate theme works brilliantly but gameplay 

is more of the same, while combat and free-running are now done better elsewhere. 

FIFA 14 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
This year’s update has brought the biggest change to the way FIFA plays since 

360-degree control in FIFA 10 – realistic momentum. More emphasis on anticipation 

and reading your opponent makes it a bit slower, but also makes it miles better.

Bioshock Infinite PC/PS3/Xbox 360
From its achingly gorgeous setting in the skies to a super-intelligent story that tackles 

religion, racism and metaphysics, Infinite is an innovative tour de force. None of that would 

matter if the gameplay lagged – but it barely puts a foot wrong either. Stunning.

Tomb Raider PC/PS3/Xbox 360
Yes, it’s a Franchise Reboot, but the well-paced mixture of puzzles, action sequences, 

gun fights and stealth make the latest Lara Croft adventure an immersive, cinematic 

experience. Possibly the best fun we’ve ever had pretending to be a 21-year-old girl.

The Last Of Us PS3
You might think there’s no life left in the soon-to-be-obsolete PlayStation 3. And you 

might think the zombie-game genre has reached saturation point, given the 137 

undead-themed releases this year. But you’d be wrong on both counts. 

BEST FOR
SIT-DOWN 
KICKYBALL
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MIND-BENDING 
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HEADPHONES 111

Sol Republic Master Tracks
Really tough things are usually really ugly, which is why the lovely styling of the 

“virtually indestructible” Master Tracks headphones is so refreshing. Loud, punchy, 

fast and controlled, the sound is just as attractive as the design. Worth every penny.

Sennheiser Momentum 

Classily styled, cushion-comfortable and smooth-sounding, the Momentums are the 

perfect pair of over-ears for the dapper man about town. New! An On-Ear version – 

smaller, cheaper at £180, and available in pink, blue, green and, um,  ivory/brown.

Audiofly AF56M
Retro styling conceals some very modern innards but you’re not only on to a looker 

with Audiofly’s buds. Comfort in your ear-holes and smooth sounds throughout 

make this a winner.

Final Audio Design Adagio III
Calling a pair of headphones Adagio seems a bit pretentious, but these decidedly 

affordable in-ears from a Japanese company that usually occupies the most bonkers 

reaches of high-end earn it with brilliantly detailed and endlessly attacking sound.

Bose AE2w
We’re not going to pretend that the protruding Bluetooth module isn’t a rather ugly 

touch, but what’s most important is that these Bose headphones deliver wireless 

sound of superb quality. We’ll put up with looking a wee bit daft for musical magic.

Sennheiser RS220
The specialised lossless encoding and transmission system makes these the closest 

we’ve ever come to perfect wireless sound across all music types, and despite its 

intimidating size, the low weight and luxuriant fit helps you forget they are there. 

AKG K451
They’ve actually been around a little while now, but what’s put the K451 on-ears 

back on to our radar is an official price drop and a real-world price of just R1 700. 

For that money they’re unbeatable – awesomely agile and punchy sound 

wrapped up in a subtly stylish and foldable design. Add both standard and three-

button control cables for maximising compatibility and there’s practically no 

excuse for not getting brilliant sound from your phone.

BEST FOR
QUALITY AND 
STYLE IN ONE

BEST FOR
SHUTTING OUT 
THE WORLD 

STUFF SAYS
Fantastic sound and great 
portability at an almost
unbeatable price. The 
perfect PMP upgrade
R1 700 �����  

R1 100
(import) 
�����

R5� 400
�����

R3� 000
�����

R4� 330
�����

R1� 570
�����

R3� 900
�����

BEST FOR
ON-EAR 
EXCELLENCE

BEST FOR
GREAT SOUND 
WITH NO WIRES

Harmon Kardon NC
Hifi maker Harmon Kardon has managed to meet and exceed unreasonably high 

expectations. Noise cancelling helps you appreciate the full range, detail and balance of 

this rousing audio performance. Smaller CL and cordless BT models also available.

Sony MDR-1R
You get the feeling Sony put everything they know about sound into these headphones, 

cutting no corners and sparing no expense. The result is an audiophile’s delight: a “true”, 

but still exciting sound across all music genre. Pricey and too big to lug around. 

R3� 150
�����

R2� 500 
�����

Skullcandy Navigator
In this first headset sporting Skullcandy’s own Rex 40mm drivers emphasis has shifted 

away from making a brash personal fashion statement towards sound quality. They’re a 

practical size and weight, they’re extremely comfortable and they sound fantastic.

R1� 000 
�����

HOT

BUY



DON’T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE! ON SALE 24 MARCH

ooray! Our teenage dreams can be 

realised at last!

What, working in Games Workshop? 

This isn’t going to help you with that. 

And nor, if we’re being transparent (ha!), is it truly 

X-ray vision. It’s called See-Through System, 

and it’s been devised by boffins at Portugal’s 

University Of Porto. Large vehicles have a 

webcam in their windscreen, the output of 

which is beamed in near-as-dammit real-time 

to the car behind that wants to overtake, but 

can’t see past the aforementioned lardy lorry.

Drivers looking at screens? Sounds like a recipe 

for a screechy disaster.

Well, the plan is to have the system output on to 

a transparent head-up display, so instead of 

looking at the back of a bus, you’re seeing the 

road ahead, and whether it’s safe to overtake. 

It’s a neat enough idea, but having tested all 

sorts of in-car tech in the past, and having seen 

all the news about people having some kind of 

tech-based nightmare in their cars – driving off 

cliffs, etc – it worries us a great deal. That said, 

we already partially use GPS to overtake.

What, like: “In 50 meters, overtake this bozo?”

No, but by checking the GPS you can see 

roughly what the road does ahead of your 

position, so in combination with normal good 

observations, following distance and knowing 

your car, you can be prepared for an overtake 

well in advance. The See-Through System 

might draw drivers too close to the STS-

equipped vehicle in order to better ‘see’ the 

road ahead. And, of course, it depends on other 

vehicles having signed up for the system. Many 

questions, then, but we’d still love to have a go.

x-ray vision

NEXT BIG THING?

H
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